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I. INTRODUCTION
A. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The Merchant Marine of any major nation comprises an
important portion of its sea power. In the years since World
War II the USSR Merchant Marine has grown at a phenomenal
rate and become a top contender for worldwide maritime trade.
Shipbuilding (or ship-acquiring) in the USSR is a planned
industry, that is, the acquisition of merchant ships occurs
in accordance with some centrally determined plan and not in
response to purely economic stimuli.
As there are political and military advantages inherent
in the possession and deployment of merchant ships, it is
logical that political and military factors are introduced
in the planning of their procurement.
This investigation will determine the nature of the
relationships between some key variables representing
economic, political, and military factors in planning the
merchant force; the numbers, size, and types of ships added
to the merchant fleet.
Economic motivating factors are primary in the planning
of the Soviet Merchant Fleet [Athay; 1969, p. 4]. However,
economic advantages have from time to time been held in
abeyance in order to further military and political aims.
One Soviet publication reports; "The Russian Maritime Fleet
is to be considered as a weapon in the competition with the
capitalist countries, and it must contribute towards breaking
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the expansion of certain capitalist countries in the frame-
work of world merchant shipping, in order to support the
developing countries." [ Soviet Merchant Ships , 1969, p.x].
With regard to the military contribution of the Merchant
Marine, Admiral King said, "No maritime nation has ever been
able to fight a war successfully without an adequate Merchant
Marine." [Anderson; 1945, p. 10]. Although meant to describe
a large long war such as World War II, this statement has
equal if not greater application to the Cold War situation.
The prime importance of a capable merchant force in the
distribution of military aid or in the support of a limited
war, such as Vietnam, has been demonstrated. Even in a
nuclear holocaust the probability of survival of active
merchant ships has been estimated to be between 50% and 7 5%
[Jenson; 1966, p. 25-27]. The surviving ships could certainly
play a critical part in any continued wartime operations.
There are political and idealogical bases for the develop-
ment of a large merchant force by the USSR. Internal to the
Communist Bloc, Soviet dominance of trade is enhanced by the
economic advantages inherent in maintaining a large merchant
fleet. Therefore, the primacy of the Soviet system is rein-
forced. External to the Communist Bloc the political
influence of the Soviets is improved by their ability to
provide shipping to many developing nations. It has been
hypothesized that the recipients of economic aid (and to an
extent the participants in trade) become dependent; this acts
as an effective extension of control [Magdoff; 1969, p. 117].
11

The end result of this investigation will be the develop-
ment of a methodology by which some economic, political ,- and
military measures can be utilized to predict* the composition
and size of the future Soviet Maritime Fleet.
B. THE CENTRAL QUESTIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The major questions to be answered focus on the goal of
predicting the future size and composition of the Soviet
Maritime Fleet.
1. What are the key variables in predicting merchant
ship acquisition in the USSR? How do these compare with the
other major maritime nations of the world?
2. What are the relative weightings and expected varia-
tions of each of these key factors?
3. In recent years, most major maritime nations of the
world have developed larger and more specialized ships while,
in general, the Soviets have maintained a fleet of small and
unspecialized vessels. With respect to this phenomena, the
following questions reflect the direction of this
investigation.
a. Are there political reasons which are more impor-
tant than economical motives for Russia maintaining a force
of relatively small ships? More specifically, do Russians
build small ships in order to accommodate Third World
countries?




c. What will be the characteristics of future Soviet
merchant ships? How do these compare with characteristics of
other major maritime nations?
d. What will be the nature of the fleet mix, the
percentage of tankers, bulk carriers, and freighter ships
making up the fleet?
These general questions later were couched in terms of
more specific hypotheses for the purpose of statistical
testing.
C. THE GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The methodology used was twofold. First, a survey of
the literature provided general background and a preliminary
analysis of Soviet merchant shipping was conducted on the
basis of historical generalizations. This analysis v/as made
with the dual intent of (1) description and explanation of
the Soviet maritime history and (2) determination of those
variables which would best represent key predictive factors
of Soviet merchant shipping.
The second methodological approach was a statistical
analysis of selected variables in order to describe, explain,
and predict Soviet merchant shipping development. The steps
of this analysis enumerated below in general terms are
described in detail in the Methodology and Results section.
The initial step of this research was to state the problem
to be addressed and the central questions about which the
study was to revolve. Once these questions were couched in
terms of statistically testable hypotheses, the next phase

was the choice of measures or indicators to represent the
key concepts to be tested. The primary source of information
for the operationalization of the variables was the histori-
cal non-quantitative analysis previously completed.
The operationalization of the variables used in this
research is explained in detail in a later section. The
comments below provide some general background for the
selection of these variables.
Three central concepts emerge when considering the
dependent variable, The Merchant Fleet . The first, the
Overall Size of the Merchant Fleet and Fleet Components / is
of primary interest to the planner concerned with the mari-
time power of a nation. Both the total numbers of ships
and the carrying capacity of a merchant fleer aid in the
definition of economic, political, and military potential.
The subdivision of the fleet by major ship types, i.e.,
tanker, bulk, freighter, and combination passenger ships,
allowed further definition and testing of this first depen-
dent concept.
The second major dependent concept to be operationalized
was the Average Ship Characteristics . In addition to merely
describing the ships of a fleet, this concept is useful for
testing the various hypotheses dealing with those character-
istics of specifically military or political benefit.
The third major dependent concept of the research was
the Fleet Mix . The percentage of ships of a fleet of a
given type could be indicative of political, military, or
14

economic motivations and the outcome of conscious policy
decisions. The differences of relative composition among
the major maritime fleets of the world with respect to par-
ticular trends should give insight into their future
composition.
The independent concepts fell into 3 general domains -
military , economic, and international political. These
categories were not exhaustive (e.g., sociological and
internal political domains were not tapped) , nor were they
mutually exclusive (development and demographic factors
influence both the military and economic spheres, trade
influences both economic and political domains); however,
they do represent the major factors most likely to affect
merchant shipping.
In order to operationalize the domains, they were first
subdivided into concepts as diagrammed in Figure 1-1.
Once the concepts were operationalized, the data was
collected and put into machine readable form and a computer
file was created. The SPSS package provided the necessary
programs for conducting the statistical procedures for this
research.
The initial task of the analysis consisted of examining
and describing each measure, obtaining the mean, standard,
deviation, etc., of the aggregate data set as well as the
same values broken down by individual country. Graphic






































The next step in the analysis was a description of simple
relationships or correlations between the dependent and inde-
pendent measures. This represents a step toward explanation
and prediction but empirically represents only a covariance
within each measure-dyad.
The third analytical step is that of data reduction of
the independent variables. This is a necessary preparation
for subsequent analytical techniques where only a few*
variables can be logically manipulated due to the constraints
of machine capability and multicollinearity . Some statis-
ticians suggest that stable regression results are not
possible with more than five independent variables . Although
this represents the extreme, "Keeping the number of indepen-
dent variables within a reasonable limit does help in the
interpretation of the results and in making the analysis more
meaningful. What should be kept in mind is that each added
variable sacrifices a degree of freedom. Each degree of
freedom sacrificed increases the size of standard error of
estimate . . . and thus reduces the likelihood of significant
results/' [Rai and Blydenburgh, 1973, p. 220].
There were two basic methods used to reduce the number of
variables, factor analysis and modeling. The object of factor
analysis is to determine which measures vary together. This
allows the grouping of many different variables into a few
key measures which represent empirically demonstrated strong
relationships within the group and are distinctly separated
from any other group or key variable in another factor. In
17

the words of Rudolph Rummel, the technique's most active
proponent, "It takes thousands and potentially millions of
measurements and qualitative observations and resolves them
into distinct patterns of occurrence," [Rummel, 1967, p. 445].
A comprehensive discussion of factor analysis is available
in the works of Rummel [Rummel, 1972, p. 34-65]. Additionally,
the results of the factor analysis allow the utilization of
multiple regression analysis without hazarding the error of
multicollinearity . Multicollinearity is the error resulting
when two or more highly correlated measures are used to cumu-
latively predict to the dependent variable. Figuratively,
it is a multiple counting of the same variable. The error,
if committed, results in an erroneously high R (multiple
2
correlation coef iicienL) and correspondingly high k (coef-
ficient of multiple determination) . A more comprehensive
discussion of the problems and treatments of multicollin-
earity can be found in the works of Gurr [Gurr, 1972, p. 155,
169] .
While factor analysis represents an inductive approach to
data reduction, the alternative of modeling is a method by
which a few key variables are chosen by the researcher to
operationalize the concepts utilized in a model. The model
is created on the basis of the researchers informed but still
intuitive grasp of the reality of the situation. The model
is frequently constructed for the purpose of testing specific
hypotheses. If the researcher is so fortunate as to have
factors from a factor analysis coincide with the concepts of
18
























his preconceived model/ he can proceed on the basis that the
model represents realistically the independent factors "at
work" in the real world over the total number of variables
and cases he has sampled. If such is not the case, multi-
collinearity can be avoided by ensuring that the variables
used in the model are essentially uncorrelated. Thus, the
statistical significance of the results of a regression
analysis is assured.
The fourth major step in the analysis is determination
of predictive relationships. The major tool of this phase
is multiple regression analysis. The results of this analysis
are equations consisting of the independent measures, properly
weighted with b coefficients and constants, which will
predict to the dependent variables. Additionally, several
other statistics are provided which give valuable information
to the researcher. Whereas the b weights tell by what amount
the individual factors must be multiplied, beta weights
provide the measure of the relative degree of change effect
each measure has on the dependent variable in standardized
terms. This statistic frequently corresponds to the partial
correlation of the individual variable but Herbert M.
Blacock, Jr. distinguishes between partials and betas as
follows: "The partial correlation is a measure of the
amount of variation explained by one independent variable
after the others have explained all they could. The beta
weights . . . indicate how much change in the dependent
variable is produced by a standardized change in one of the
20

independent variables when the others are controlled,"
[Gurr, 1972, p. 165]
.
2
R , the correlation coefficient of multiple determina-
tion, identifies the explained proportion of the variation
of the dependent variable [Gurr, 1972, p. 150]. In simple
2terms, an R of .50 means that fifty percent of the variation
of the dependent variable can be explained utilizing the
given equation. Examples of the application of these coef-
ficients are found in the methodology and results section.
A comprehensive discussion of regression analysis appears in
Rai and Blydenburch [Rai and Blydenburch, 1973, p. 202-233].
The use of time-lagged data in multiple regression
analysis led to predictive equations utilizing both the
inductively derived factors and the independent operation-
alized concepts of the models.
As a final step in the analysis the researcher embarked
on a phase entitled time-series analysis. Technically, the
entire study could be termed time-series analysis in that it
was a longitudinal (1950-1973) as well as cross-sectional
including nine countries [Gurr, 1971, p. 141]. However, this
particular phase of the research focused on manipulation of
the variables in terms of temporal relationships. The vari-
ables were averaged to create five year and three year
averages, and their trends and changes examined. Differences
in values of the same variable over two year and four year
timespans were computed and used as new variables. These new
variables were then divided by the average value over the
21

years considered and used as a direct measure of percentage
change of that variable.
.All of these new variables then proceeded to undergo the
same procedures as had their untrans farmed predecessors,
that is, description, graphic analysis and measures of
central tendency, factor analysis, and the final analytical
step, multiple regression analysis.
22

II. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF SOVIET MERCHANT SHIPPING
A. BRIEF HISTORY OF SOVIET MERCHANT MARINE
1. Tsarist Maritime Efforts
Russia has always been a natural land power much as
Great Britain has been a natural sea power. In early
Tsarist Russia not so much as an approach to the seas of the
world existed until Peter the Great gained access to the
Baltic in 1703 [Butler, 1970, p. 20]. Peter the Great, some-
times called the Father of the Russian Navy, drove the Swedes
from the River Nieva to secure for Russia her first access to
the Baltic Sea. Peter the Great also drove the Turks to the
sea of Azov; but it wasn't until 1770 that Catherine the
Great had a significant victory over the Turks at Tchesme in
Aegean. The result of this victory was the signing of the
treaty of Kuchuk-Kaindardzhy which granted the Russians free
navigation of the Black Sea and the right of passage through
the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles [Fairhall, 1971, p. 20].
There was little interest in maritime activities to
follow the early Tsarist Imperial ventures. The Russian
nation was expanding eastward into the Asian wilderness much
as the U.S. expanded to its west. The importance of rail
transport in this effort was stressed by lobbyists in the
Tsarist court to the detriment of the role of maritime trans-
portation. The trans-Siberian railway was, in fact, completed
just in time for the Russo-Japanese War; however, this was
23

little help for the naval battles of this war in which the
Russian Navy was obliterated.
At the time of the Russo-Japanese War, the main
governmental shipping activity was the Volunteer Fleet
established in 1876 "to give Russia maritime power." In 1904
this merchant service contained fewer than 25 ships, most of
which were built in the 1860's and 1880' s. Additionally
there were some ten likewise aging vessels from the semi-
private Black Sea Navigation Company [Harbron, 1963, p. 169].
As a result Russian merchant shipping was unable to adequately
assist its own naval fleet. This factor was crucial during
the heroic journey that Admiral Rodzhestvensky made in an
attempt to rescue the remainder of the Russian Imperial Fleet
trapped at Tsushima. During this spectacular 12,00 mile
trip from the Baltic Sea, Russian Naval ships were dependent
on foreign chartered colliers for fuel. Many delays were
caused by dickering with these profit conscious ship owners
when time was of the utmost importance [Harbon, 1963, p. 169].
The subsequent loss of this battle was the decimation of the
Russian fleet.
During the last 20 years of Tsarist rule administra-
tion of the merchant marine was marked by indifference and a
complete lack of planning [Harbron, 1963, p. 169]. One achieve-
ment, however, stands out. That achievement is the experiment
of the Artie icebreaker in the 1890 's, which was promoted by
Admiral Makarov. This was a victory over not only the
environmental elements, but also the elements of leadership
indifferent to maritime matters. The successful results of
24

this effort soon made Russia the world's leader in ice navi-
gation and stimulated further northern exploration. To this
day Russia has continued to lead the world in number and
modernity of i-cebreaker ships [Fairhall, 1971, p. 24-27,32].
By 1914 the Merchant Marine consisted of a half-dozen
private and semi -private companies. Russia owned about 1,5%
of the world's merchant ships, one third of which were still
under sail [Harbron, 1963, p. 140].
At the time of the revolution in 1917, most of the
Russian merchant ships were serving with allied navies. The
Russian ships were retained by the allies of Tsarist Russia
in an effort to crush the Bolshevik Regime. Additionally,
other Russian ships were seized for the same purpose. Later,
some of these ships were returned and formed the nucleus of
the new Communist State's Merchant Marine.
2 . The Communist Revolution and Interwar Years
By a decree of February 5, 1918, the new Soviet
government nationalized all shipping companies and their
assets [Butler, 1970, p. 2]. However, during the inevitable
chaos of the civil war of 1918-1921, most of the merchant
ships which had not previously been captured rotted or rusted
in the ports where they lay [Harbron, 1963, p. 140]. By the
time the fleet was counted in 1922, it was found that only
about a fifth of the steamers and about one tenth of the





In 1921 Stalin had announced the New Economic Policy
which made some concessions to private ownership and promoted
certain economic ventures. This plan was an effort to
bolster the then flagging economy of the new communist state,
but it did little for merchant shipping. The first five year
plan lay major emphasis on the creation of naval ships in
Soviet shipyards. The result was that ship building orders
of significant magnitude were placed on shipyards outside
the USSR for merchant ships.
The second five year plan called for more merchant
ships to be built in home yards [Harbron, 1963, p. 147]. The
building and delivery of ships takes time, however, and even
with the rapid growth plans of the new Soviet state, as late
as 19 31, less than 4% of Russia's exports were carried by her
own ships. After 1937, the effects of the early five year
plans became evident as Russian ships carried nearly 50% of
their own trade [Harbron, 1963, p. 130]. According to Lloyd's
register the Russian fleet grew from 412,459 tons in 1921 to
1,217,907 tons in 1936, an impressive growth rate during years
of world-wide economic depression. Sixty percent of the new
tonnage was built in Soviet shipyards [Harbron, 1963, p. 141].
3. World War II; The Net Effect, A Boon to Merchant
Shipping
Soviet Merchant Marine losses during World War II
were negligible and were more than compensated for hy gains
from German and Italian reparations combined with American
lend-lease bottoms [Harbron, 1963, p. 143]. Russia received
almost 1/3 of the surviving merchant tonnage of the Third
26

Reich and this amounted to some 173,000 tons. This tonnage
consisted mostly of 300-400 ton tramps which were well-suited
to Russia's needs. Additionally, Russia received about 90
lend-lease American freighters and Liberty ships. In 1946
Russia had mustered a total of about 2.4 million tons, a net
increase of some 300,000 tons over her 1940 totals. Although
many of the ships were aging or obsolescent, they provided a
basis for the expanding economic endeavors of post-war Russia,
While the current inventory of ships at the end of
World War II was satisfactory, the Russian shipbuilding
capabilities had been destroyed. During the war, Russia's
major shipyards had been overrun by retreating armies, both
Soviet and German, each determined to destroy what.. was left
behind [Harbron, 1963, p. 126]. The factors of a satisfac-
tory current inventory of merchant ships plus the desire to
build a quickly increased naval force led to a neglect of
merchant shipbuilding in the period immediately after 1945
[Harbron, 1963, p. 143]. These economic plans reflect a
similar pattern to the Soviet's initial five year plans.
By the early 1950 's Russia's trade had expanded to
the point where substantial currency reserves were being
expended on foreign carriers. The rapid increase in naval
ship construction had saturated the Russian shipyards. As a
result, Russia had to rely very largely on other countries
both inside and outside the Communist Bloc for the additions
to her new merchant fleet, in fact, not until 1953 did the
first post-war Soviet built merchant ship appear. For the
27

most sophisticated types, such as passenger liner and
research ships, Russia has relied on East German shipyards.
Scandinavian, Italian and Japanese tanker-builders have had
the greatest influence on Russian tanker fleets. The Russians
have purchased their largest number of colliers from Polish
shipyards, near their large coalfields [ Soviet Merchant
Shipping , 1969, p.xi]. For the construction of timber
carriers, Finnish yards have provided the expertise. Within
this timber carrying class of ships lie the large hatch
carriers, interesting because of their military applications.
The presence of an unusually large hatch (greater than 50 ft.)
makes possible the stowage of large equipment such as a loco-
motive engine or a large tank completely concealed below-
decks. The Cold War role of these "timber ships," that of
carrying concealed military equipment, can not be neglected
in terms of military importance. It was one of these ships,
the Poltava , which was used to carry missiles to Cuba in 1962
[Fairhall, 1971, p. 97]
.
Beginning in the mid-1950' s, there was a new impetus
in Soviet merchant fleet growth as Khrushchev developed his
foreign policy to include economic and military aid to the
Third World [Polmar, 1974, p. 76]. This new role was later
articulated by then minister of the Maritime Fleet, V. G.
Bakayev.
Maritime transport (in recent years) has carried out a
number of responsible assignments of the Communist Party
bearing not only an economic, but also a political charac-
ter. Among these must be cited, as a prominent example,
the part it played in breaking down the military, political,





The most notable characteristic of this progressive
merchant force is the small size of the individual ships.
Relative to Western ships of similar classes Russian bulk
carriers and tankers are considerably smaller. The table
which follows represents the Soviet emphasis on smaller
ships size by comparing the relative size of the ships of
the U.S., U.K., and Russian merchant fleets. The contrast
is even more pronounced when comparing the size of tankers.
World fleet sizes provide an additional perspective for com-
paring these major sea fleets.
All Types c>f
Merchant Shi ps Tankers Only
Million % of Millions % of
Gross World Avg. Gross World Avg.
Tons Fleet Size Tons Fleet Size
USSR 13.7 6.5 2,400 3.2 4.1 8,200
WORLD 211.7 - 4,200 77.4 - 13,200
U.K. 23.8 11.2 6,200 10.2 13.2 16,900
USA 19.6 9.3. 6,200 4.6 5.9 12,200
(Table extracted in part from Fairhall, 1971, page 96; 1969
figures)
A partial explanation for the smaller-size ships is
the relatively small ports and straits Soviets must deal with
in their home waters. Another possible explanation for
pursuing this somewhat less economical means of trade (i.e.,
small ships with more generalized cargo capability) is that
these ships serve a political or military purpose by being
able to make calls at the smaller ports of developing
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countries. This supposition is strengthened by the fact that
although most Soviet ports could handle larger ships, the
Soviets continue to build large numbers of small ships as the
mainstay of the fleet. Norman Polmar suggests that these
ships will increase in political importance in the years
ahe ad
:
A most valuable aspect of the large Soviet merchant marine
is the ability of the USSR to carry its foreign trade and
its economic and military assistance in its own ships (as
contrasted with the United States, which carries only
about five percent of its foreign trade by tonnage in
American-flag ships) . As the underdeveloped nations of
the Third World improve their economic position and become
sources of revenue and raw materials, Soviet trade with
them will probably be carried exclusively in Soviet bottoms.
[Polmar, 1974, p. 79]
.
A like hypothesis can be put forth for the lethargical
way in which the Soviets are transforming to containerized
ships. The 1971 inventory of Soviet containerized ships
consisted of 2 converted ships [Heine, 1974]. There are
reportedly plans to build some containerized ships, but this
development still greatly lags the situation in the West.
The Soviet fleet still lacks balance by Western standards:
some 70% are still small dry cargo (freighter) ships and very
few are specialized. The 24th Congress of the CPSU (1971)
recognized this weakness and proposed continued expansion of
the fleet with a new emphasis on specialized vessesl [Heine,
1974]. The full fruits of those plans are yet to be fulfilled
Of course, the major advantage of containerization is the
tremendous reduction of handling time in port. The disadvan-
tages are that flexibility in the role of that ship is
reduced, and additionally, the special facilities that are
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required in port to handle the containers. Both of these
disadvantages have military implications as well as political
meaning when considering the facilities of the Third World
ports of call.
A final note should be added that the Russians appear
to be moving away from the small tanker concept as the
150/00 DWT tanker Krym is already in service and plans are
reportedly being made for making a 300-350,000 ton tanker.
The impact of this 300,000 DWT supertanker on Russian oil
transportation remains to be seen, but it is likely that
such a ship is likely to trade from foreign port to foreign
port because of straits and port constraints in Russian home
waters
.
B. ANALYTICAL SUMMARY BY MAJOR FACTORS
1. The Economic Considerations
The primary motive postulated to be behind the opera-
tion of the Soviet Merchant Marine is simply one of economics.
Not having a Merchant Marine large enough to carry about one
half of the nation's trade is a heavy drain on currency
reserves [Fairhall, 1971, p. 64]. Faced with a rapidly grow-
ing economy and international trade at the end of World War II
it was expedient for Russia to build up her merchant marine.
It is true that Russia could have stressed her traditional
railroad transportation system but significant disadvantages
appeared. First, with the countries with which Russia trades
• the most (COMECON Nations) cargo can be transported roughly
30% less expensively by ship than it can by rail [Fairhall,
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1971, p. 60], The gains of hard currency or key currency
(primarily U.S. and U.K.) are direct when transporting by
Russian ships to noncommunist countries [Jensen, 1966, p. 74].
The gain of hard currency is a major aim of Soviet inter-
national trade [Athay, 1970, p. 4].
The Soviet Union was able to stimulate the growth of
her merchant marine by several means. Primarily the post
World War II massive buying program and subsequent domestic
building of merchant ships led to accomplishing this purpose.
One action taken by Soviet authorities was the limitation of
all carriage of goods between Soviet ports to ships of the
Soviet flag [Butler, 1970, p. 392]. Additionally, the use of
flags of convenience was forbidden. The strategy of under-
cutting shipping conference established rates has obtained
some additional occupation for Soviet ships. The temporary
economic losses can be well borne by a Soviet Steamship
Authority anxious to engage new trade. An illustrative case
is the Soviet attempt to enter the Australian-European Con-
ference in 1968.
The result of all of these expansive efforts has been
that the Soviet Union has gone from carrying almost none of
its seaborne trade in the early 1950 's to carrying more than
52% of it in 1967 [Fairhall, 1971, p. 67].
A question which arises in the face of her vastly
increased foreign trade is that of Russia's traditional self-
sufficient stature. Although it is true that the trend in
recent years has been towards greater cooperation with
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non-Communist countries, the Soviet Union and the contiguous
satellites retain a significant degree of self-sufficiency.
Although the Communist nations stand to gain considerably by
continued cooperation and expansion of trade, they are not
bound by necessity to maintain these ties. When compared
with the United States the USSR appears quite self-sufficient.
Considering that 69 of the 72 strategically critical mater-
ials needed by the USA are imported by ship (99% by volume)
,
the importance of a state-controlled shipping force is
apparent [Ackley, 1974].
From the previous historical sketch it can be deduced
that the size of the fleet in general can be attributed large-
ly to economic factors of trade development and overall growth.
The individual ship characteristics which describe
the general conditions of the fleet pose less certain ties
to the economic sphere in the Soviet case. Although the
average age of Soviet ships has been decreasing correspondingly
with the fleet expansion, the consistently small ship size and
slow speed of Soviet merchant ships presents an anomaly among
the major maritime nations.
Similarly, the fleet mix of the Soviet maritime force
has been described as "unbalanced" from the western economic
point of view [Heine, 1974] . The continued heavy reliance
on general cargo ships and the lethargic development of con-




The previous discussion suggests the following
general hypotheses stated in the null form to facilitate
statistical testing:
1. H : Soviet merchant Fleet Size is not explainable
o
by economic motivating factors.
2. H : Soviet merchant Ship Characteristics are not
o c
explainable by economic motivating factors.
3. H : The Soviet merchant Fleet Mix is not explainable
o r
by economic motivating factors.
These hypotheses are further subdivided into hypo-
theses for individual indicators, too cumbersome to enumerate
here. Suffice it to say that such Ship Characteristics as
age, speed, size, and draft were all investigated individually
Notwithstanding the aforementioned anomalies, it can
be safely said that Russia has enjoyed significant economic
gains from the build-up of her merchant marine since World
War II. Although the economic considerations have been
briefly held in abeyance from time to time in order to
further other Soviet aims, one of the overall results has
been the improvement of Russia's economic status. The
economics of this industry clearly have not been ignored.
2. Military Considerations
The military role of merchant shipping in general
has been postulated in several different wartime situations.
The great importance of the merchant marine in limited wars
,
such as Vietnam, is demonstrated. In the case of the USA,
renowned for a massive airlift capability, 96% of the support
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goods transported to South Vietnam went by ship. In a large
scale (but limited nuclear) war the merchant marine would
assume a similarly important role to that which it did in
World War II. The probability of survival of active merchant
ships in a nuclear holocaust is estimated to be about 50% to
75%. Therefore, the surviving ships would certainly play a
critical part in any continued wartime operations [Lawrence,
1966, p. 108]
.
The ability of the Soviet merchant fleet to support
the Soviet Union in any major war is somewhat questionable.
Their greatest problem is the locations from which they must
deploy their ships. The seas to the south and the west,
that is, the Black Sea and the Baltic, are blocked by narrow
straits which would likely remain in control of hostile
forces. Located in these oceans are the ports from which
most of their support goods must flow. The far eastern ports
are quite distant from the industrial centers and are
plagued with winter ice. The inability of the Far Eastern
Steamship Authority (FESCO) to provide adequate support for
a limited conflict was shown in the Vietnam War. Although
they shipped considerable material aid to North Vietnam,
still more had to come from European ports [Fairhall, 1971,
p. 58]. A major difficulty in this effort was the time and
expense involved in transporting goods across Asia by rail.
Ice, of course, is a major problem for the operation
of the major Russian northern ports of Murmansk and Archangel,
the latter of which is closed for up to six months each year.
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Murmansk remains open only with the aid of icebreakers, and
these northern areas, of course, explain the Russian emphasis
on icebreakers. The strategic value of the northern routes
in the utilization of icebreaker led and ice-strengthened
transport convoys would be quite important to an otherwise
bottled-up maritime nation [Fairhall, 1971, p. 45].
The Russian Maritime Fleet has become the primary
vehicle of aid to Third World countries [Fairhall, 1971,
p. 58]. As previously mentioned the Soviet Merchant Marine
plays a significant role in providing military aid to North
Vietnam. The maritime forces were the primary method in
1962 (along with other COMECON ships) of transporting mili-
tary equipment to Cuba. The emulation of the U.S. in
increasing military aid to developing countries in recent
years cannot but enhance the importance of the military role
of the Soviet Merchant Marine.
The totalitarian nature of the USSR leaves any
industry at the beck and call of the government to be
pressed into military service. The Merchant Marine is an
ideal candidate. Soviet merchant ships can at any time be
utilized for limited naval auxiliary functions. The Russo-
Japanese War provides one example of merchant ships con-
scripted for naval use. As previously mentioned, the
inability of this force to provide adequate support was a
contributing factor in the defeat of the Russian forces.
The growing need for extended support for naval force
stretching its horizons has been, no doubt, an important
factor in the overall planning of the merchant marine.
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The large overall size and large number of ships of
the Soviet merchant force is clearly a positive contribution
to that nation's maritime power. The flexibility inherent
in such a large centrally controlled force of ships is very
likely a motivating factor to Soviet strategic planners
.
The diversion of merchant ships from commercial
duties to those of naval auxiliaries has longstanding prece-
dent in Soviet naval exercises. Frequently, more than 50%
of the replenishment of
#
naval vessels is undertaken by mer-
chant vessels. This secondary mission of. naval auxiliary
provides a possible explanation for the small size of Soviet
merchants, particularly tankers. Likewise, the continued
emphasis of the Soviet Fleet Mix on general cargo vessels
with self-contained cargo handling capabilities represents
a military asset.
The previous discussion regarding military motivating
factors suggest the following hypotheses stated in the null
form to facilitate statistical testing.
1. H : Soviet merchant Fleet Size is not explainable
o e
by military motivating factors
.
2. H : Soviet merchant Ship Characteristics are not
o *
explainable by military motivating factors.
3. H : The Soviet merchant Fleet Mix is not explainable
o
by military motivating factors.
3 . Political and Ideological Considerations
There are several ideological bases that have been
postulated for Russia gaining a large Merchant Marine.
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First is the Communist ultimate belief that the Soviet system
is the supreme form of society. The Soviet system must be
superior to all other systems; Western or Communist bloc.
This principle is certainly extended to the economic realm
and the primacy of the USSR in COMECON is reinforced by the
strength of her merchant force. As Russian policies change
from earlier tendencies of maintaining hegemony by displays
of force, this factor could gain increasing importance.
The political influence of the USSR external to the
Communist Bloc nations has been greatly enhanced by the
ability of the USSR to provide shipping to many developing
nations. As is the case with military aid, other economic
aid can be provided to a nation with the use of the USSR
i.j.ag merCiian i_ snips , even ul an unnecessary cos <- c^ laQjCj-ng
the return trip in ballast. The advantage gained is that
the flag has been displayed and another small step forward
for World Communism is taken. This Cold War tactic is sup-
ported by the many small cargo ships that the USSR maintains
in her merchant ship inventory. These ships are unspecial-
ized and have self-contained cargo handling capability, both
of these features provide additional advantages for dealing
with developing countries. As previously noted, in the
future an even larger proportion of Soviet trade with
developing countries will likely be carried in Soviet
bottoms
.
From the previous discussion consider the effects
of international political considerations on the Soviet
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Fleet Size / Ship Characteristics , and Fleet Mix . The general
hypotheses dealing with political motivations are stated
below in the null form:
1. H : Soviet merchant Fleet Size is not explainable
o
by international political motivating factors.
2. H : Soviet merchant Ship Characteristics are not
o c
explainable by international political motivating factors.
3. H : -The Soviet merchant Fleet Mix is not explainable
o
by international political motivations.
C. SUMMARY
In summary, there are certainly economical, military,
and political factors involved in the planning of the Soviet
Maritime Fleet.
Russia was once landlocked and her leaders remained
mentally landlocked, except for brief ventures, up until the
Communist Revolution. The Communists saw instinctively the
need for military power and showed increasing regard for sea
power and the merchant shipping role in this important
capability. This interest was translated into the massive
growth of the Soviet Merchant Marine after World War II.
The economic motivating factors are quite important in
the planning of the Soviet Merchant Fleet. However, eco-
nomic advantages have been foregone from time to time on the
basis of military and political goals with apparent disregard
for the profit motive. One Soviet publication reports: "The
Russian Maritime Fleet is to be considered as a weapon in the
competition with the capitalist countries, and it must
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contribute towards breaking the expansion of certain capi-
talist countries in the framework of world merchant shipping,
in order to support the developing countries," [ Soviet
Merchant Ships , 1969, p.ix].
The political and military advantages of maintaining
many small unspecialized ships in merchant service has
appeared to* weigh more heavily up to recent years than the
economy of size being pursued by Western countries. The
development of Soviet supertankers and container ships may
in fact serve only to augment the current inventories of the
smaller more versatile ships.
In short, the Soviets will likely pursue shipping and
shipbuilding policies designed to attain economic superiority
while not losing sight of the political potentials and under-
lying military capabilities of this powerful arm of sea power,
This approach suggests that some combination of military,
economic, and political factors may provide the best explana-
tion of the various aspects of Soviet merchant shipping.
This basic question can be couched in terms of the relevant
null hypotheses listed as follows:
1. H : The Soviet merchant Fleet Size is not explained
o r
by the combined military, economic, and political motivating
factors
.
2. H : Soviet merchant Ship Characteristics are not
o c




3. H : The Soviet merchant Fleet Mix is not explainable
o c
by the combined military, economic, and political motivating
factors.
.
The hypotheses listed in this section provide the basis
on which the remainder of the study was conducted. The
addition of similar hypotheses relating to the comparison of
the USSR to other large maritime nations in general, and the




III. THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY AND CASE CONSTRUCTION
A. SPATIAL SCOPE
The unit of analysis of this research was the individual
country. The study utilized 10 separate countries and five
nation-entity units. The nation-entity units indicated below
by an asterisk were "constructed" from either a conglomerate






USA (Both government and private
ownership)
*Effective U.S. Control (Foreign
flag)
*Parent U.S. (Foreign Flag)
*USA (private ownership only)
*US Military Usage (USA above plus
EUSC)





























The countries were chosen with several criteria in mind.
The country of greatest interest was the USSR and another
major item of interest was the comparison of the USSR with
the USA. The purpose of inclusion of the countries of Japan
and the United Kingdom was to attempt to determine a more
general predictive model for the large maritime nations of
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the world. Such a predictive model could not be expected to
apply to small maritime nations and is not intended to be of
such a general application. The countries of Japan and the
United Kingdom add balance to the study in that they repre-
sent two major maritime countries at different levels of
development. Japan and the USSR have been termed the two
great oceanic powers of the world [Polmar and Sayers , 1973].
Both have undergone rapid if not parallel expansion after
World War II. The UK and USA on the other hand have relaxed
their grasp on maritime supremacy since World War II.
The nation-entity units indicated above by an asterisk
were created in order to enhance the comparability of the
USSR and USA which espouse widely differing merchant shipping
policies. The main policy difference is that the USA encour-
ages the use of foreign flags of convenience by US corpor-
ations while the USSR strictly forbids the same practice.
The policy of a nation in its merchant ship registration is
what affects the desirability of registering a ship under
that flag. The taxation, legistration fees, requirements of
construction design, location of construction, and labor
source all come under the purview of the national registry.
The result is that corporations of one nation v/ill purchase
and operate ships under foreign flags, so-called flags of
convenience or necessity, while maintaining essential control
within the first nation.
Consider the anomalous results of flags of convenience
demonstrated in the table below.
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Thousands of International Ratio of
Deadweight Seaborne Trade, Millions of
Tons 1971 (DWT) Millions Tons Tons Trade/DWT
Panama 9,140 376 0.04
Liberia 60,992 5,352 0.08
USA 19,648 49,283 2.50
It can be seen from these • figures that, although one
would expect a high correlation between a nation's inter-
national seaborne trade and the size of its merchant force,
for these countries, the factors appear to have little or
no relationship. The reason is that the regulations of
registry of the first two countries are very appealing, while
those of the third country are much less so. Much of the
tonnage in the registry of the nations of Panama and Liberia
are under the effective control of the private corporations
of other nations.
In the final analysis, many ships not under the U.S. flag
are subordinate to U.S. concerns for economic gain and/or
under U.S. control during times of national need.
Effective U.S. control, EUSC, is an official term for
foreign flag vessels which have been deemed by the U.S. Navy
Department to be under effective control of the U.S. regard-
less of ownership. Combination of this unit with the unit
of USA (Government and Private Ownership) resulted in the
new unit USMIL which includes virtually all that shipping
that the U.S. government can call upon in emergency.
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Parent U.S. (foreign flag) vessels are those vessels
which belong to corporations whose ownership is controlled
by U.S. citizens or whose charters are granted by the U.S.
A combination of this with PRIVUS, privately owned U.S. flag
shipping, represents that shipping which provides direct
economic benefit to the U.S. and hence was termed USECON .
The units USA , USMIL , USECON , have considerable overlap and
are by no means mutually exclusive, but were intended to
represent different manifestations of U.S. shipping.
The remaining constructed nation-entity unit is a sum of
all Soviet Bloc countries. These countries are all members
of COMECON, Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, and the
dominance of the USSR in the economic planning and consequent
realization of economic benefits of this alliance could be
both determinant and resultant factors of BLOC shipping as a
whole. Additionally, the prediction of the direction and
magnitude of Soviet Bloc shipping by itself is of military
significance, considering the tight Soviet military control
over her contiguous satellites, and could be roughly compared
to the USMIL category.
It should be noted that although the establishment of a
broad data base is necessary in order to establish general
theoretical results, significant results for the purpose of






The time period of this study was the years 1950 to 1973,
This lengthy period represented a period of relative absence
of major disturbances such as world wars or economic depres-
sions which might have significantly biased the results.
The data was drawn from each country for each year and in
each case the data from the four previous years was included
for the purpose of time lagging the data. A case then con-
sisted of a country-year with a block of the data from the
four previous years included. UK-1960 contains data drawn
from the United Kingdom in I960, 1959, 1958, 1957 and 1956,
whereas UK- 19 6 8 contains 19 6 8 data and that drawn from the
four previous years. Each variable within a case is identi-
fied by a variable identifier and a time-lag prefix indicat-
ing the number of years that variable is lagged behind the
nominal year. Case construction of this sort permitted the
comparison of time-separated variables within each case both
forwards and backwards without further manipulation of the
file.
Appendix A contains a detailed breakdown of the case




IV. VARIABLE SELECTION AND OPERATIONALIZATION
A. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE : MERCHANT SHIPPING
The concepts chosen to represent the various aspects of
merchant shipping are listed below.
DEPENDENT CONCEPT: INDICATORS
1. Overall Size of Fleet and Fleet Components
a. Total deadweight tonnage (DWT) on a nation's
registry
b. Total numbers of ships on a nation's registry
c. Freighter DWT
d. Number of freighter ships
e. Combination freighter and passenger ship DWT
f. Numbers of combination freighter and passenger
ships
g. Bulk DWT
h. Numbers of bulk ships
i. Tanker DWT




a. Ship size (Average overall types) DWT
b. Ship age (Average overall types) YRS
c. Ship speed (Average overall types ) KTS
d. Ship draft (Average overall types ) FT
e. Freighter ship size (DWT)
f. Freighter ship age (YRS)
g. Freighter ship speed (KTS)
h. Freighter ship draft (FT)
i. Combination ship size (DWT)
j. Combination ship age (YRS)
k. Combination ship speed (KTS)
1. Combination ship draft (FT)
m. Bulk ship size (DWT)
n. Bulk ship age (YRS)
o. Bulk ship speed (KTS)
p. Bulk ship draft (FT)
q. Tanker size (DWT)
r. Tanker age (YRS)
s. Tanker speed (KTS)
t. Tanker draft (FT)
3. Fleet Mix
a. Freighter % (DWT) of total shipping
b. Freighter % (numbers) of total shipping
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c. Combination ship % (DWT) of total shipping
d. Combination ship % (numbers) of total shipping
e. Bulk ship % (DWT) of total shipping
f. Bulk ship % (numbers) of total shipping
g. Tanker % (DWT) of total shipping
h. Tanker % (numbers) of total shipping
1. Overall Size of Fleet and Fleet Components
In this study the aggregate size of the merchant
shipping fleet was of a primary interest. Unlike displace-
ment tonnage or "weight," deadweight tonnage is a measure of
the carrying capacity of a ship, taking difference between
the fully loaded and light conditions in tons of 2,240 pounds.
This differs from gross registered tonnage (GRT) which is
the other common measurement of the internal volume in 100 's
of cubic feet expressed in tons and measured in accordance
with national tonnage regulations. The two measures vary
proportionately fo'r national vessels of the same construc-
tion and cargo but the proportionality differs among different
types of ships and different nations. On the other hand, DWT
remains a consistent measure of carrying capacity among all
types of vessels, therefore, DWT allows a meaningful compari-
son between different ships of different nations.
Total capacity in terms of deadweight tonnage reflects
the overall sealift potential readily convertible from econo-
mic to military use. The total number of ships connotes the
flexibility of the fleet with military and economic ramifica-
tions and, of course, the political considerations of being
able to "show the flag."
The fleet breakdown and source material for all of
the variables are listed in Appendix B.
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2. Average Ship Characteristics
The second major dependent concept, average ship
characteristics was operationalized in terms of the average
size, age, speed, and draft of the ships of each fleet.
These characteristics describe the general conditions
of a merchant fleet and therein lies the value in their
prediction. The average age of the ships of a fleet is a
good measure of their reliability or obsolescence. The
average size and draft are of interest in that many small
ships represent a highly flexible force whereas fewer but
larger ships generally represent a more economically effi-
cient force. An increase in the size of a ship leads to a
less than proportionate increase in costs. To operate
efficiently, however, high load factors must be maintained.
This varies for different types of ships and voyages. For
example, large general-cargo vessels frequently must increase
the number of ports of call, resulting in higher port costs.
This provides one of the major constraints on the optimum
size of such ships [Athay, 1971, p. 20]. Likewise, port
facilities and canals also place limits on ship size [Athay,
1971, p. 21]
.
The constraints on optimum size of bulk carriers and
tankers differs from freighters with the differing cargo
type and length of voyages. On the average Soviet ships are
smaller and draw less water than those of the other major
maritime nations of the world. It has been hypothesized
that the emphasis on smaller ships by the Soviets has been a
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result of international political motivations. This thesis
has intuitive appeal when the argument is presented that
smaller ships can make developing country ports with
greater ease. Testing of this hypothesis with empirical
measures gives insight into the explanation of Soviet moti-
vations as v/ell as providing predictive models for the purpose
of forecasting.
Within certain limits , an increase in the design
speed of a ship results in a substitution of fuel costs for
the costs of labor and capital. That is, putting to sea
for less time (on a given voyage) saves more in labor and
capital expenditures than the increased consumption of fuel
[Athay, 1971, p. 20]. That recently increased fuel prices
have caused many shipping concerns to reduce the operational
speed of their ships was not reflected in this study. Con-
tinuing fuel shortages could affect the reliability of the
average speed and size prediction and this will be addressed
in the concluding section.
The measures of age as an indicator of reliability
and speed as an indicator of general capability both were
both expected to exhibit strong relationships with military
and economic measures.
3. Fleet Mix
The final major dependent concept is Fleet Mix , or
the relative amount in terms of percentage of deadweight
tonnage and numbers that each ship type provided of the
whole. This concept of Fleet Mix is an added dimension of
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the merchant fleet and gives insight into the emphasis of
a national shipping policy.
The signficance of the Fleet Mix variable can be
demonstrated by considering an example. The relatively high
potential military value of a general purpose freighter when
compared with specialized ships such as bulk carriers or
tankers should be reflected in correspondingly high military
indicators for the country which maintains a high percentage
of freighters. The cross national comparison of these
values and testing with regression analysis can provide pre-
dictive models for Fleet Mix values.
4. Technical Considerations of the Variables
The reliability of the data for all of the dependent
variables is very high as the data was compiled from the U.S.
Maritime Administration and U.S. Military Sealift Command
documents (EUSC data only was drawn from the latter source)
.
Average ship size and fleet mix variables represent a combin-
ation of other variables computed by the researcher from these
sources. This breakdown is further defined in Appendix B.
Missing data was handled in two ways. If missing
data occurred between years of present data, interpolated
values replaced the missing values. If missing data
appeared well outside the temporal range of recorded values,
missing value indicators replaced these values and were
deleted from consideration in statistical manipulations.
For example, age, speed, and draft data was available only
in the Maritime Administration's biennial reports dating
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back to 1956. The odd year data was. calculated by interpola-
tion to create a complete annual series between 19 56 and
1972. Conversely, the years 1950 through 1955 remained as
missing data points for these variables.
The strict application of these two principles
resulted in a highly reliable data set, but limited the
application of certain statistical procedures to data sets
with nearly complete records over the time span. This
problem manifested itself with the nation-entity unit of
USECON which contained dependent data over a range of seven
years, with data from the years of 1967, 1968, and 1969
missing. Interpolation provided values for the three
interim missing years, but an attempt to extrapolate beyond
the total range of years clearly would be based on uncertain
grounds. With only seven cases the powerful tool of regres-
sion analysis was denied.
B. THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
The independent variables selected represent the most
important economic, political, and military factors which
are likely to affect the merchant shipping of a nation.




(1) Military Expenditures ($) (Nil)




(1) Military Expenditures as a Percentage of GNP
(N16)




(2) The Product of Population and Energy
Production (N30)
2. The Economic Domain
a. Economic Development, Science and Technology
(1) Energy Production (millions of metric tons
of coal equivalent) (N07)
(2) Energy Consumption (NO 8)
(3) Energy Production per Capita (N32)
(4) Energy Consumption per Capita (N31)
(5) Energy Shortage - The Difference Between
Production and Consumption (N29)
(6) Gross National Product (GNP) (N10)
(7) GNP per Capita (N27)
(8) Steel Consumption (N09)
b. International Trade
(1) Overall International Trade
(a) Imports ($) (N01)
(b) Exports ($) (N02)
(c) Balance of Trade ($) (N18)
(d) Total (imports plus exports) Trade ($)
(N19)
(e) Total Trade as a Percentage of GNP (N36)
(f) Exports as a Percentage of GNP (N35)
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(2) International Seaborne Transportation
(a) Imports (tons) (N03)
(b) Exports (tons) (N04)
(c) Total (tons) (N25)
(d) Balance of Seaborne Trade (tons) (N26)
(3) Less Developed Country (LDC) Trade Level
(a) Imports from LDC ' s ($) (NO 5)
(b) Exports to LDC's ($) (NO 6)
(c) Balance of Trade ($) (N20)
(d) Total Trade ($) (N21)
3 . The International Political Domain
a. Economic Aid Effort
(1) Economic Aid to Other Countries ($) (N14)
(2) Economic Aid Given as a Percentage of GNP
(N34)
b. Military Influence/Aid Effort
(1) Arms Exports (N15)
(2) Arms Exports as a Percentage of lotal Exports
(N28)
(3) Arms Exports as a Percentage of GNP (N33)
c. LDC Trade Interdependence
(1) LDC Exports as a Percentage of Total Exports
(N24)
(2) LDC Imports as a Percentage of Total Imports
(N23)
(3) LDC Total Trade as a Percentage of Total
International Trade (N22)
(4) LDC Total Trade as a Percentage of GNP (N3 8)
(5) LDC Exports as a Percentage of GNP (N37)
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In the process of choosing the independent variables
many factors were considered. The validity of the entire
study is based on the assumption of having utilized some of
the key predictive or explanatory factors.
The works of R. J. Rummel, Dimensionality of Nations /
and R. E. Athay, The Economics of Soviet Merchant-Shipping
Policy , strongly influenced the construction of independent
concepts and variables. The triad of military, economic,
and political domains admittedly does not represent an
exhaustive typology of predictive factors of merchant ship-
ping. However, this classification clearly represents the
key areas of motivation behind merchant shipping and the bene-
fits which accrue from a successful merchant fleet [Athay,
1971, p. 86]
.
Rummel's work, a landmark publication in the field
of cross-national social statistics, presented the theoretical
foundations and the operational definitions of many of the
concepts utilized in this research.
1. Military Domain
The measures utilized to represent the military domain
all have precedent in Rummel's work except that of military
expenditure as a percentage of GNP.
2. The Economic Domain
In the economic domain the general concept of develop-
ment and technology was operationalized separately from the
field of international trade.
The measures used for economic development and tech-
nology all have precedence in Rummel's work with the exception
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of Energy Shortage . Energy Shortage , the algebraic dif-
ference between Energy Consumption and Energy Production
appears as a relevant factor in the economic motivation of
at least certain portions of a nations merchant shipping,
that is, the size, relative importance, and characteristics
of the tanker fleet.
The concept of international trade as a subset of
the economic domain was further divided into Overall Trade
,
Seaborne Trade , and Trade with Less Developed Countries (LDC) .
Although these divisions are mathematically redundant in that
seaborne trade and LDC trade are both part of overall inter-
national trade, they represent categories that are conceptu-
ally independent. Additional ly, the seaborne trade measure
is in units of tons, whereas the overall and LDC trade is
reported in dollars. The incomparability of the units of
these measures provided additional justification for sub-
dividing the trade concept. Unfortunately, the same
incomparability of units prevented the computation of such
potentially useful variables as seaborne trade as a percentage
of total trade. Such a variable would represent the
dependence of a nation on seaborne transportation with respect
to its total international trade. The trade concepts and
their various measures all have precedent in Rummel except
for the LDC Trade concept, which the researcher inserted in
order to test hypotheses specific to this study.
One additional concept in the economic realm which
is potentially valuable in a study of this nature is
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international financial status. In his study, The Economic s
of Soviet Merchant Shipping Policy , Robert Athay cites the
Soviet balance of payments deficit and shrinking gold
reserves as major economic motivations for the expansion of
the Soviet Merchant Fleet in the 1950 's and early 1960 's
[Athay, 1971, pp. 53-85]. Unfortunately, the lack of reliable
open-source data on some of the key aspects of Soviet inter-
national financial status on an annual basis precluded the
use of that concept in this study. The Balance of Trade
measure listed in the overall international trade section
does describe one dimension of this concept but as it would
very poorly represent the entire concept, it remains in the
category of trade.
3. The International Political Domain
In the international political domain an effort was
made to tap the national effort to extend or maintain the
realm of economic and military influence. Additionally the
concept of interdependence with the LDC's appears as a
result as well as a determinant of national policy. Because
of the highly varied operational definitions of the inter-
national political domain found in the literature, a detailed
description of the variables chosen in this research is
presented in the next few paragraphs.
The variables chosen to represent these factors con-
tain no judgemental values and are all ratio scales with
continuous variables ($, %) . These types of variables lend
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themselves to the complete types of mathematical manipula-
tions without making further assumptions..
The concept of economic aid effort was operational-
ized in terms of total economic aid (U.S. dollars) to other
countries and as a percentage of GNP.
Arms exports in U.S. dollars taken as a whole or
as a percentage of total exports or GNP represent the
military influence effort portion of international political
domain. The dollar value of total arms exports, whether a
portion of military aid programs or a non-grant trade trans-
action, best represents the military influence effort by
circumventing the various problems involved in developing
operational definitions of military aid. The data obtained
from U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency reports and
SIPRI were used together to complete a 22 year series (1950-
1971) of all countries. The data conflicts which appeared
between the two sources were resolved by several steps.
Initially, the older values were adjusted for inflation, the
data points were then comparable in almost all cases. The
remaining differences were resolved by averaging the data
from the two sources, the difference being only a few per-
centage points at most. The reliability of this measure is
more suspect than any other measure in the study.
The last conceptual subdivision of international
political domain, LDC Trade Interdependence , was chosen to
represent the importance or influence of interdependence of
nations as a possible causal factor in the political realm
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which could determine to some extent the nature and character
of the merchant fleet. The indicators of this concept were
the various aspects of LDC trade as a percentage of the
corresponding type of international total trade and LDC
trade as a percentage of GNP. These measures were computed
from the previously documented trade and economic development
measures. Although no precedent exists in the literature,
the validity of these measures rests in the intuitive sense
that the relative amount of trade which is conducted with
LDC's represents a measure of the importance of that LDC
trade. Conversely, but equally strong justification, such
LDC trade is the result of concerted effort representing a
political decision with international effects. The linkage
of this concept to the character of a national merchant fleet
lies in the international political realm.
4. Technical Considerations of the Variables
The reliability of these variables was established
as very high by the nature of the data sources. The possible
exception of the military influence measures was discussed in
previous sections.
The measures were all on ratio scales (%, $, tons,
etc.) and were all continuous allowing statistical manipula-
tions of the highest order.
Missing data was handled in the same manner as
during the collection of the dependent data.
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V. THE METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
A. VARIABLE DESCRIPTION AND PREPARATION FOR ANALYSIS
After operationalizing the variables and gathering the
data, the initial step of the analysis consisted of examining
each measure individually. In addition to the values of the
mean, mode and standard deviation, the values of skewness
and kurtosis were examined to determine the nature of the
measure's distribution. The techniques of bivariate
correlation, factor analysis, and multiple regression
analysis all rest upon the assumption that the variables
exhibit a normal or nearly normal distribution [Blalock, 1960,
p. 276]. The primary reason for variables displaying non-
normal distributions is the existance of outliers, in which
cases the distributions may be skewed in one direction or
the other or kurtosed (flattened) by larger numbers of out-
liers in each direction from the mean. A thorough discussion
of variable transformation appears in the works of Rummel
[1972, pp. 174-176]. With the arbitrarily established
criteria of a maximum kurtosis of ± 10.0 and a maximum
skewness of ± 3.0, it was determined that of the 38 dependent
and 38 independent variables only one would require transfor-
mation. D18, deadweight tonnage of bulk ships, was the only
variable in excess of the criteria with a kurtosis of 23.7
and a skewness of 4.3.
On examination of the deciled histogram of D18 the proper
transformation function was determined to be logarithmic
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[Rummel, 1972, pp. 174-177]. Post-transformation kurtosis
and skewness values were well within established limits
(-1.12, -.58 respectively). To determine if transformation
had caused data distortion a correlation was made between
the old measure and the new measure, now called D18X. A
simple r of .58 significant to a .001 level indicated that
no appreciable distortion had occurred.
The values of the mean, standard deviation, kurtosis,
skewness, range, minimums and maximums are available on
request from the thesis advisor. The values are listed for
each variable, with all countries and for each variable for
each country.
B. BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
A correlational analysis was conducted on each of the
dependent variables with each of the independent variables.
Correlation means that the values of one variable are
systematically related to the values of another. The
correlation coefficient, commonly abbreviated r, represents
the degree of association and varies from to ± 1 with
indicating no relationship between variables and values
approaching +1 (-1) indicating strong positive (negative)
relationships
.
Correlation analysis assumes that variables have normal
distributions and represents only linear relationships.
There is no inherent presumption in the process that either
variable is the independent or the dependent measure;
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therefore, no causal inference can be drawn from this sta-
tistic alone [Rai and Blydenburgh, 1972, p. 176-177].
Correlation coefficients were obtained first using all
of the countries and then by individual countries. The
variables correlated first to the same-year variables, then
to one year-lagged variables, to four year-lagged variables,
lagging both the independent and the dependent variables.
Figure V-l pictorially represents the bivariate correlations
examined.
The large number of values calculated (12,996 individual
correlations or a 114 variable square matrix) precludes a
full display here. The complete matrices are available from
the thesis advisor.
'i'fte utilities of these simple correlation matrices are
several fold. First, variables with very high correlations
can be discovered and are valuable for conducting simple
linear regression, thereby creating a linear equation which
represents the mathematical relationship between two vari-
ables. Second, the correlation matrices provide for a
sorting or screening process also applied to the selection
of independent variables to represent a factor for the pur-
pose of multiple regression analysis. When two or more
independent variables were highly correlated to the same
factor, the researcher chose the one which best predicted to
the dependent variables.
The bivariate correlations further demonstrated the lag










































follows summarizes the level or correlation of the variables
through various lags and leads (i.e., dependent variable
lagged)
.
SUMMARY TABLE OF LEVELS OF CORRELATIONS
SIMPLE BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS (ALL COUNTRIES)
Time Lag (Lead)Yrs. r=.75 % r=.75 r=.85
or more or more or more
"0" Same year 29 2%
1 Independent lagged 34 2% 3
2 Independent lagged 43 3% 4
3 Independent lagged 40 3% 5
4 Independent lagged 39 3% 6
(1) Independent led 57 4% 7
(2) Independent led 66 5% 13
(3) Independent led 51 4% 12
(4) Independent led 92 6% 20
Examining the lag portion of the table, an increasing
level of correlation appeared as the independent variables
were lagged. This observation was justification for further
causal analysis. Again it should be noted that no definitive
causal relationships can be established by bivariate correla-
tion analysis alone. Later, other techniques will establish
more plausible causal relationships.
Examining the lead portion of the table demonstrated
that even higher levels of correlation were exhibited when
the independent variables were led. This phenomena infers a


























When biyariate correlations were conducted for each
nation, both lag and lead levels of correlation were much
higher. Whereas the all-nation percentage of high correla-
tions (r greater than .75) never exceeded 6%, both the USA
and USSR exhibited more than 50% of the correlation matrices
with high levels of correlation for all lag and lead rela-
tionships examined. The inference is that there are inherent
differences in the way different nations are motivated to
pursue merchant shipping goals, that is, that there is a
greater consistency within each nation in the way such goals






The single most distinctive characteristic of factor
analysis is its data reduction capability, "... factor-
analytic techniques enable us to see whether some underlying
pattern of relationships exists such that the data may be
•rearranged 1 or 'reduced' to a smaller set of factors or
components that may be taken as source variables accounting
for observed interrelations of the data/' [Nie, et al , 1970,
p. 209]. Furthermore, factor analysis is based on the faith
that these observed regularities are mainly the result of
some underlying regularity in the data.
In addition to the data- reduction function, factor
analysis will preclude committing the error of multicollin-
earity. To reiterate the discussion of this error in Section
III, multicollinearity is the problem of utilizing two or
more highly correlated independent variables in regression
analysis. This "double counting" undermines the results of
the process [Rai and Blydenburgh , 1973, p. 232]. Since
orthogonally rotated factors are essentially all statis-
tically independent (i.e., uncorrelated) , their use assures
reliable results of the regression analysis.
1. The Factor Result s
Initially, all cases together underwent factor analy-
sis to determine underlying factors generally applicable to
all of the major maritime nations studied. Table V-2
displays the results of this analysis.
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In each factor the variables listed fall into
groups subdivided by degree of correlation with the indi-
vidual factor. For example, under factor I the top group
variables all exhibited r greater than .90, the second
group, N01, N02 etc., had r greater than .80. Following
factor IV are the non-loading variables, those which failed
to exhibit r greater than .6 with any given factor or which
"loaded" (r greater than .6) with more than one factor.
This, factor analysis afforded the researcher with
considerable luxury in that there were many variables which
loaded exceptionally high (r greater than .8) with each
variable. The high loadings facilitated the attachment of
an underlying concept to each of the factors. Examining
each variable and its relative loading under a factor pro-
vided the evidence of the underlying concept which coalesced
these variables.
2 . Factor Names: Identification of the
Underlying Concepts
Because of the nature of the computations in factor
analysis, the first factor typically is a general factor,
covering rather broad conceptual regions. Each additional
factor represents increasingly more specific concepts until
nearly all of the variance of entire data set is explained.
Factor I contains two distinctly discernable concep-
tual threads , level of trade and economic development .
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II Military Capability N37 - MILCAP
and Independence of
trade
III LDC Importance N23 NEEDLDC
IV Arms Export Impor- N3 3 ARMSALE
tance
_ . . „ . ,
.
. _ . InternationalEconomic Domain Military Domain Political Domain
Factor I. Factor II Factors III and IV
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trade variables. Variables N10 (GNP) , N27 (GNP per capita),
N29 (energy shortage) , and N31 (energy consumption per
capita), clearly represent a nation's economic development.
Factor II emerged as military capability because of
the high positive correlations with the measures of military
personnel and expenditures, (Nll,N12), and the measures of
heavy industrial capacity (N07, N09, N13, N30) . The
independence of trade was evidenced by very high negative
correlation values of the various measures of trade as a
percentage (N35, N36, N37, N38)
.
Factor III emerged as the LDC importance factor
because of the high association of the measures of LDC trade
as a proportion of total trade (N22, N23, N24).
Factor IV included only arms exports measures indi-
cating the unique nature of this activity on the inter-
national scene.
From the purely inductive exercise of factor analysis
30 of the original 38 .variables fell into four factors which
describe the initially conceptualized military, economic,
and international political realms. This empirical break-
down reinforced the conceptual genesis of the study and
aided in the validation of the initial operational
definitions
.
3. Factor Representation and Index Construction
The prime value of the factor analysis in this study
lies not in the above mentioned benefits but in the reduction
of data. There are several methods of creating "new" indices
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from factor analysis to represent the singular underlying
concepts. The principle methods are: (1) the creation of
factor scores from a factor coefficient matrix, (2) creation
of a composite variable by simply adding the high loading
variables of a given factor, and (3) the use of one high
loading variable to represent each factor.
To test the hypothesis that the three different indices
were essentially the same, (i.e., highly correlated) the
results of a factor analysis were used to create three new
indices and these were correlated to determine their simi-
larity. Because of the constraints of the machine program
package the original factors developed were not useful for
the creation of factor scores. A sample of 11 variables
from the 3 8 were selected as representative of the four
original factors with the addition of some non- loading
variables. The factor analysis of these variables provided
the following data.
The efficacy and validity of each method is the source
of argument. In Hibb's work, Mass Political Violence , the
three different methods are presented from his data set in
order to determine what differences if any existed between
the resultant composite indicators. The product of his
research indicated that no significant difference existed
between the various methods. The methodology utilized by






































Values above represent the correlation coefficient (r) of
each variable to the indicated factor.
The two factors emerging represented generally (1)
economic size / and (2) military capability and independence .
The two variables chosen to represent each factor, N05 and
N37, while not displaying the highest correlation with their
respective factors, were in fact highly correlated and
exhibited very low correlation with their "opposite" factor.




SCOR 1.00 .90 .97
N05 .90 1.00 .96
SUM .97 .96 1.00
Factor 2
SCOR N37 SUM
SCOR 1.00 -.80 .88
N37 -.80 1.00 -.71
SUM .88 -.71 1.00
SCOR: The factor score using all variables and factor
score coefficients
SUM: The sum of the highest loading (r=.7) variables in
the factor (underlined in the factor solution table)
.
N05: LDC exports (representative of factor one, economic
size )
N37: LDC exports % of GNP (representative of factor two,
military capability and independence )
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The results clearly indicate that little if any
advantage is to be gained by using one indexing method over
another. The smallest r value in absolute terms was .71,
significant to the .001 level, indicative of the very great
similarity of the indices.
4. Validity Check of Factor Solution
Up to this point the face validity of the various
factor solutions has not been established. To test the
validity of the conceptual identification of these two
factors, the five highest and five lowest scoring cases
(utilizing factor scores) were examined. The results are
displayed in Table V-2.
The results were examined to determine whether the
empirically derived factors in fact held with the researcher's
intuitive sense of reality. The five cases exhibiting the
highest scores with factor I, economic size , were all USA,
late years in the study. The smallest cases under factor I
were the war-decimated- eastern European countries and the
USSR during the early post WW II years.
The military capability and independence factor
,
factor II, scored highest for the BLOC countries as a whole
and the USSR in the latter years of the study. The intuitive
appeal of these cases exhibiting overwhelming military cap-
ability and independence reinforced the conceptual predis-
positions on which the factor was defined.
The cases scoring lowest on factor II were the two
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examined. Their heavily populated small land areas in
common qualify them for the lowest scores on an index of
independence. These two countries both experienced the
nearly complete destruction of their military-industrial
bases during World War II which was evident for many subse-
quent years. This weakness of military capability was
apparent in the low scores exhibited for factor II.
The testing of the factor scores by lowest and
highest cases established the face validity of these factors.
The high correlation of representative variables to these
factors furthermore established their face validity and
provides additional justification for the use of represen-
tative variables throughout the remainder of the analysis
5 . Representative Variable Selection
The primary criterion for representative variable
selection was that each correlate highly with its respective
factor. As there were several variables in each factor
which met this criterion, the researcher selected among those
the variable which best correlated with the dependent vari-
ables. A perusal of the previously calculated bivariate
correlation matrices provided the bases for these selections
and the results are tabulated on the initial factor analysis
table, Table V-l.
Although it was not the primary goal of this research
to establish a general theory of large maritime-nation
shipping, the discovery of such a generally applicable theory
would have strengthened the predictive power of the results.
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A general theory would transcend the temporal and national
boundaries of the research, thus providing a model which one
could apply, within a certain level of confidence, to any
. . . 2large maritime nation over any time-span.
In order to test the general applicability of the
factor analysis the researcher conducted a cross-national and
temporal stability check. The time-period of the study was
divided into three shorter time-spans of 1950 to 1958, 1959
to 1965, and 1966 to 1973. The results of the three factor
analyses demonstrated the lack of temporal stability of the
factors. Through the first two time periods the trade and
development factor was consistent with the overall results,
although variable loadings on the factor was considerably
weaker in the shorter time-spans. This factor failed to
remain consistent in the last time-span (1966-1973) as the
variables loaded on other factors. All other factors failed
to be reproduced in any of the sub-divided analyses. A full
discussion of these phenomena would be of interest but is
clearly beyond the scope of this research.
The cross-national stability check provided a test
of the general applicability of the factor analysis and
additionally was expected to supply empirically derived
factors for use in individual country regression analyses.
A thorough discussion of the theoretical foundations of
concept stability as applicable to general theory formulation
appears in the article, "Concept and Measurement Stability in
the Study of Conflict Behavior Within Nations," by Leo A.




The factor analyses by individual nation demonstrated that
the factor solution for individual nations did not correspond
to the more general results. In fact, the data of individual
nations were so monotonic that the procedures of factor
analysis hardly applied. No usable factors could be derived
and in later applications of variables to regression analyses
each combination of variables was tested individually for
multicollinearity.
In conclusion, caution is advised in utilizing the
results of this factor analysis for testing a general theory.
However, for the purposes of policy research dealing with
specific questions, the use of variables chosen to represent
conceptual elements of a model is entirely justified. Only
the application of the results outside of the specific
problem area of study will lack a theoretical basis. If one
takes care that the variables are chosen on sound bases and
that such errors as multicollinearity or mathematical redun-
dancy are avoided, meaningful statistical results will occur.
D. REGRESSION ANALYSIS
1. A Brief Discussion of the Theory and Techniques
of Regression Analysis
The primary objective of this research was the devel-
opement of a set of predictive equations of Soviet merchant
shipping. The major technique of this effort was multiple
linear regression analysis. This section briefly describes
the mechanism of regression analysis and demonstrates its
application to this research using the general empirical
factors developed in factor analysis.
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The result of a regression analysis is actually a
descriptive equation consisting of a number of independent
variables, properly weighted with b coefficients determined
by a least squares fit, which produce an estimate of the
dependent variable.
If the model is to become truly predictive, one must
lag the independent variables behind the dependent variables.
Having accomplished lagging, the assumption that this is a
predictive model is only strictly applicable within the
time-frame of the study, lest one commit the longitudinal
fallacy [Gurr, 1972, pp. 33-35]. However, since the major
purpose of this research is to create a model for policy
utilization, one can use the predictive model outside the
temporal scope of the statistical analysis (i.e., predict
into the future) as long as the theoretical weaknesses are
kept in mind.
a. The Measures of the Quality of a Regression
Equation
There are three measures of the quality of a
regression equation: (1) a measure of the distribution of
the observations about the estimated points of the regression
plane, (2) the percentage of variance explained by the regres-
sion, and (3) a measure of whether the b*s, when considered
individually or together, differ significantly from zero.
Before continuing let us consider a sample
equation, the result of a regression analysis in this study.
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SAMPLE REGRESSION EQUATION - ALL NATIONS
• (Independent variables lagged two years)
TOTAL DWT(t) =3.44 TRADEVEL (t-2 ) + 313 NEEDLDC(t-2)
+ 2.64 ARMSALE(t-2) + 18.91 MILCAP (t-2)
- 10363.08
or for standardized variables:
ZTOTAL DWT(t) * 6 5ZTRADEVEL ( t-2 ) + * 32ZNEEDLDC (t-2)
+ *° 3ZARMSALE(t-2) + * 02ZMILCAP (t-2)
Measures of Quality of the Equation
,74 Equation F
S.E. = 7776.71 Significance Level = .01
R2 = . =44.59
The Equation in Tabular Format
Independent Vari






NEEDLDC 313.00 90.91 .32 11.85
ARMSALE 2.64 5.96 .03 0.20
MILCAP 18.91 66.69 .02 0.08
Constant -10363.08 — - -
The first measure of quality is the standard
error of estimate , hereafter called S.E. This measure is
the sample standard deviation of the observed dependent data
points about the results of the regression equation, that
is, about the expected values of the dependent variable.
The S.E. corresponds to the sample standard deviation of the
dependent variable and the quality of the equation can be
compared on that basis.
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In this case the S.E. was about half the value
of the standard deviation of the dependent variable. Although
one cannot say that this estimate is "twice" as good as
selecting the mean value of the variable, it is clearly a
better choice.
Considering the second measure of the quality
2
of a regression equation, the value R , coefficient of
multiple determination
,
provides the percentage of explained
2
variance of the dependent variable. In this case, R = .74,
that is, 74% of the variance of merchant shipping total DWT
of a nation was explained by the equation; 26% remained
2
unexplained. This measure of R is normally considered the
key criterion for determining the successful choice and appli-
cation of variables. The unexplained variance could theo-
retically be explained by the inclusion of some other unknown
variables (perhaps rat population in a nation's seaports).
2The selection of a minimum criterion of R for hypothesis
2testing is arbitrary. For this research, minimum R for
rejection of the null hypothesis was .50, a commonly accepted
standard.
The third measure of quality of the regression
equation is whether the b coefficients individually and
cumulatively differ significantly from zero. To examine each
variable individually, a t-test is customarily applied, or
for more than 30 cases a Normal table may be used. t is
calculated as a ratio of b to the S.E. of b. Consider an










Consulting a t distribution table provided the information
that TRADEVEL indeed differed from zero at a significance
level exceeding .0005. Using another example from the sample
equation the following results appeared.
MILCAP 66.69
Significance level = .351
Thus MILCAP did not significantly add to the equation (com-
monly accepted criterion, significance level of .05 or less).
In other, perhaps more descriptive terms, the researcher
could not confidently predict the sign of the coefficient of
MILCAP .
Two other guides for the evaluation of individual
variables are the beta coefficient and the F statistic of
the individual variable. The beta coefficient is the trans-
formation of the b coefficient to make it suitable for use
with standardized variable values (Z values) . Since the beta
coefficients or beta weights are all utilized with stan-
dardized variables, their relative weightings can be
determined by visual observation. Referring to the beta
weights in the sample equation, variables TRADEVEL and
NEEDLDC represented large additions to the equation, whereas
ARMSALE and MILCAP added very little, nearly zero, to the
equation. The F statistic of each variable can be taken to
a F distribution table, entered with the proper degrees of
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freedom, and a significance level derived. In this case
TRADEVEL and NEEDLDC were both significant beyond the .01
level; neither ARMSALE nor MILCAP met the minimum criterion
of .05 significance level. All of these measures of the
quality of individual values indicated that the measures
ARMSALE and MILCAP could have been deleted from this equation,
Unless there were overriding conceptual or theoretical
justifications the variables probably would be deleted.
However, even if the variables were retained, their effect
on the overall equation would be small, that is, according
to their relative weightings. In other words, having know-
ledge of ARMSALE (arms export importance) and MILCAP (mili-
tary capability and independence) will not aid the policy
analyst in predicting DWT Total. The one condition under
which the variables would require deletion is that instance
in which their inclusion jeopardizes the statistical signifi-
cance of the equation as a whole. This introduces the last
evaluative procedure.
The significance test of the regression is
another F ratio, testing the null hypothesis that all of the
contributions of the independent variables do not represent
a statistically significant (.05 level) relationship with
the dependent variable [Rai & Blydenburgh, 1973, p. 231]. •
Entering the F distribution table with the values of F and
the proper degrees of freedom one can determine the signifi-
cance level of the equation. The F ratio of the sample
equation was significant beyond the .01 level, indicating
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an acceptance of the equation and a. rejection of the corres-
ponding null hypothesis.
A random selection of a case will demonstrate
the use of the sample equation.
UK-1969











Equation I, b coefficients
Expected DWT Total = 3.44 (3940) + 313 (26) + 2.64 (88.18)
+ 18.91 (29) - 10363.08
= 13553.6 + 8138 + 232.8 548.39 - 10363.08
= 12110
Residual = 21023
Equation II, beta weights
c - (3940 - 3788) on (26 - 28.69)
DWT TOTAL 2801 15.27
+ 03 < 88 - 18 ~ 186.35) + Q2 (29 - 19.93)179.77 * 16.82
= .0353 + (-.0564) + (-.0164) + .0108
no/r _ (Expected DWT TOTAL - 12527)
= -.0267 = jjj^
Expected DWT TOTAL = 12133 Residual = 21000
b. Analysis of the Residuals
The results from entering the regression equa-
tions with the appropriate values are demonstrated in the
preceeding table. The regression equations produced an
expected value of DWT TOTAL which in this case differed
markedly from the actual value. This difference is called
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the residual and examinations of the residuals can be the
subject of an entire research project. An in-depth analysis
of residuals is too detailed to be included in this study,
but a few comments utilizing the selected example will be of
value and aid the observer in evaluating further regression
analyses.
The residual in the case of Equation I of 21023
DWT can be interpreted by comparison with the standard error
of the equation, 7776.71. A ratio of the residual to S.E.
provides effectively the number of standard errors the actual
value differs from the expected value, in this case 2.70.
This value, converted by means of a normal or t distribution,
presents the residual in terms of probability of occurrence,
assuming a random normal distribution about the expected
value of the equation. The corresponding probability is .007,
a very very slim chance of this occurring due to random
errors. Such results infer that there was something about
the case UK-1969 that .differed significantly from the general
model, thereby isolating the case for further study by the
analyst.
Another item of interest is the different results
of the b and beta equations. Although it has been hypothe-
sized that the standardized coefficients impose an arti-
ficiality on the data, the effective use of betas does
improve the predictive capability of the equation [Rai and
Blydenburch, 1973, p. 227]. Note that for UK-1969 the value
determined with the use of betas (Equation II) is closer to
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the actual value than the results of Equation I (b coef-
ficients) . This is apparent because of the increased effect
of weighting the variables according to relative importance.
c. Prediction Using the Regression Equation
One final application of the sample regression
equation is the predictive usage. Consider the time-lagged
nature of the independent variables in the equation. The
dependent variable is two years ahead of the independent
variables. For the case UK-1969 the variable TA2D03 is a
1969 data point and the independent variables are 1967 data
points. The logical extension of this equation to use 1974
independent data points to predict to 1976 dependent esti-
mates. This procedure threatens a longitudinal fallacy but
since the major goal of this study is a predictive method-
ology , not a general theory, it was necessary to make the
reasonable assumption of continuity in order to extend the
application beyond the temporal limits of the data set.
That is, the assumption was stated that the environment in
which the analysis was conducted will remain essentially the
same over the period of the prediction.
For purposes of illustrating the predictive
utility of regression equations, the three-year lag equation
for freighter size is displayed in Table V-3. The mythical
case USSR-1974 (mythical because end of 1974 USSR data was
not available at the time of this study) was used to predict
the USSR freighter size at the end of 1974 using independent
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B Coefficient Estimate: 5210 DWT
Beta Coefficient Estimate: 4920 DWT
Freighter Size Mean Value: 7282 DWT
USSR 1969 Freighter Size: 6800 DWT
USSR 1970 Freighter Size: 6210 DWT
USSR 1971 Freighter Size: 6323 DWT
USSR 1972 Freighter Size: 5980 DWT
USSR 1973 Freighter Size: 6003 DWT
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into the equation using b coefficients and standardized 1971
data points were entered into the beta-coefficient equation.
The results are tabulated and graphically displayed at the
bottom of Table V-3. The resultant 1974 estimates may be
visually compared with the 1969 through 1973 freighter size
values and the freighter size mean value for all nations
which is another method of estimating USSR freighter size.
When considering the value of this estimate one
must recall that this regression model was established for
all major maritime nations. Later equations developed using
2
only USSR data provided even better (higher R ) estimates,
but first a discussion of the results of regression analyses
using all cases will be presented.
2 R^ erre s s i on Analvsis Results ^^sdncr "'"nductiv*3 !* 7
Derived Factors - All Cases
Regression analysis were conducted on all 38 of the
dependent variables using all cases with the factors developed
from the factor analysis. The equations were computed first
with all data from the same year, then with independent
factors lagged as a group progressively from one to four
years. The results of the analyses generally improved with
greater lags. The table below displays this occurrence.
Number of Equations Number of Equations






Lag 1 year 14
Lag 2 years 13
Lag 3 years 11
Lag 4 years 10
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The displayed trends strengthened the assumption of causal
relationships between the independent and the dependent
variables.
In a further effort to improve the predictability of
the general equations the factors were independently time
varied. Since the researcher had not developed a model
describing a sequential relationship between the various
predictive factors, the selection of the differential time
laggings resulted from a search through the dependent-
independent bivariate correlation matrix. Each selection
was based on the lag relationship resulting in the highest
correlation for each factor with each dependent variable.
. . 2
Twenty-six of the 36 original equations failed to exhibit R
V~H 1 T 1 /-*, f-m /-* -V— -^ —* 4— ^-\ "*- 4— V-, -^ ^ W C —> *—, ^-J -i- 1-N *-. (— *-* » » —* V *-V — 1 •» X-^ —• ^ *~* •*— .—. /-J 4— ^\ 4— V* .—. »^ _* r , Taxuuo Ljj.co.i_cx Uiici.il . / _» o.il«_i _neoc woj-C oUjjj_u_cu \_.v_< L-ii^i 110W
technique. Of the 26 regressions computed 10 resulted in
2improved R values, a complete listing of the regression
equations is available from the thesis advisor. Included in
2
this listing is a tabulation of the best (highest R ) equa-
tion for each dependent variable.
For the reader's perusal a few of the regression
equation results are displayed in Table V-4. Beta coeffi-
cients were used so that the observer may compare variable
weightings or relative importance in the different equations
The equations were sampled to include indicators of each
facet of merchant shipping: Fleet Size , Ship Characteris -
2
tics , and Fleet Mix . Successful equations (R greater than




REGRESSION RESULTS WITH INDUCTIVE FACTORS
(ALL CASES) BETA VALUES
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Total DWT .65 .32 .03
DO 3
.




Ave. Draft .75 .22 .03
D07
Combination .89 -.18 ,16
Ship Draft
Dll
Freighter . 52 -.56 -.42
Age D15
Bulk Ship .81 .05 - . 35
Draft D22
Tanker Draft .77 -.01 -.25
D27





















The ten dependent variables selected above represent a cross




In order to test the general equations for feedback
relationships the lagged factors were reversed to provide
lead equations. That is, the dependent variables were
individually placed temporally behind the independent
factors. The results of this effort indicated that there was
indeed a strong feedback relationship in effect for most of
the dependent variables. Twenty-eight of the 3 8 lead equa-
2tions were significant (R greater than .50), and of these,
20 actually showed a predictability greater than the lag
equations. Some lead equations showed little or no relation-
ship where a strong lag relationship had been shown to exist.
The table which follows displays some of the more pronounced
variations.
? 2
Best (Highest P.") Best (Highest R")
Variable Lag Equation Lead Equation
Overall Ship Age .63 .81
Overall Ship Speed .57 .75
Combination Ship Age .71 .95
Freighter Age .69 ^91
Tanker Age .75 .64
Tanker Draft .74 .91
Tanker Size .64 .75
Freighter (DWT) .60 .44
% of Total
It can be concluded that feedback relations do exist
to a significance level of .05 for most of the dependent
variables. The complete list of these variables and their





Regression Results Using Inductively
Derived Factors - Cases USA, USSR
At this point in the research regression analyses
were conducted for each country individually using the
inductively derived factors. For purposes of brevity, from
this point forward in the analysis only the USSR and USA
individual case analyses appear in this report. The
results for other countries studied is available on request.
As earlier reported, factor analyses by individual
country failed to produce satisfactory results. For this
stage of the analysis the general inductively derived
factors were used as long as sufficient independence or
lack of multicollinearity could be established. The results
of the representative analyses are summarized in Table V-5.
The blank entries for beta coefficients occurred either
because multicollinearity precluded inclusion of the addi-
tional variables or because the addition of such variables
failed to be of significance to the overall equation. The
correlation matrices at the bottom of the table display the
basis on which multicollinearity was determined.
The regression results for each country were higher
than those for all countries together, inferring a greater
consistency within each country than had been observed for
the aggregate. Note that of the tabulated equations only
2
one of the twenty failed to meet the minimum criterion (R
greater than .50) for rejection of the corresponding null
hypothesis. That equation was D07 (average draft of all




REGRESSION RESULTS WITH INDUCTIVELY DERIVED FACTORS
US/USSR„
USA USSR
N05 N23 N33 N37 R2 LAG N05 N23 N33 N37 R2 LAG
Fleet
-.96 .96 4 .95 .97 1
Size
D03
D19 -.995 - - -.59 .71 Var - - .50 - .81 1
Ship
.75 -.62 .39 .88 4 1.45 .42 3
Char
D07
Dll - -.43 - -.41 .60 4 - .32 - - .92 3
D15 .41 -. 87 - .20 .97 4 -.65 - - - .97 3
D22 - - .46 -.36 .87 3 - .67 - - .81 3
D2 7 .27 -.61 - - .91 2 .48 - - - .89 1
D30 1.28 .55 - .93 2 - - - .62 .83 2
Fleet
Mix
D34 .84 - -.32 .27 .90 Var I - - -1.26 .93 3














1.0 -.78 .82 -.46
-.78 1.0 -.91 .69
.82 -.91 1.0 .95
-.46 .69 .95 1.0
N05 N2 3 N33 N37
N05 1.0 .81 .70 .94
N23 .81 1.0 .79 .85
N33 .70 .79 1.0 .98
N37 .94 .85 .98 1.0
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D20 (average age of bulk ships) and D37 (bulk ship DWT % of
total) failed to meet this criterion
-whereas for the pre-
viously displayed all-ntion equations 10 of the 38 failed to
be predictive. Thus, having performed regression analysis
with lagged military, economic, and political indicators,
the null hypotheses stated at the end of Section III regard-
ing the combined effect of these factors on the various
manifestations of Soviet Merchant Shipping were rejected.
In the case of the USA only one variable, D17
(freighter average draft) , failed to be predictive and cor-
responding null hypotheses for the USA could be rejected on
this same basis.
Had the inductively derived factors for all nations
held with individual nations, a great deal could be stated
about the relative weightings of the different factors in
the successful equations. Since there were problems of
multicollinearity , especially in the case of the USSR, in
many equations only one of the independent factors could be
utilized, effectively creating simple linear regression
results
.
One can make rough comparisons, such as total fleet
size (D03) of the USSR is best predicted by the trade and
development factor (N05) , while the number of bulk ships .
(D19) is best predicted by a political indicator, arms
export importance (N33) . However, the validity of such a
comparison is suspect, considering the high correlation of
these factors within individual countries. The attribution
of these all-nation factors to the individual nations in a
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strict sense represents an ecological fallacy, in this case
attributing to an individual the characteristics of the
group.
A better method of comparing the relative importance
to merchant shipping of economic, military, and political
motivating factors is to create causal models. An evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of these models provide a better
measure of the relative value of the various predictive
factors. The development and testing of causal models is
the subject of the next section.
E. THE CAUSAL MODELS FOR MERCHANT SHIPPING
A model in its purely abstract form is " . . .a means by
which critical aspects of familiar processes are logically
related," [Rai and Blydenburch, 1973, p2] . The creation of
a model is basically a deductive process by which the creator
expects to explain a phenomena of interest. In this section
the researcher created models of plausible economic, military,
and political causes or motivating factors of Soviet Merchant
Shipping.
From previous analysis it can be deduced that the factor
breakdown of the total data set (i.e., all major maritime
nations) reinforced the predispositions of the researcher in
collecting and categorizing his initial information. Addi-
tionally, while the factor analysis was useful to some
extent in determining the relative importance of the various
factors for all nations, that utility broke down when applied
to individual nations. The causal models thus served on the
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one hand to provide competitive models by which the resear-
cher could conclude the relative importance of different
motivating factors
.
On the other hand, each model individually was intended
to present a viable method of explaining merchant shipping,
notwithstanding other contributing factors. No assumption
was stated concerning the exhaustive character or mutual
exclusiveness of the models. With these comments in mind,
recall the general hypothesis listed near the end of the
historical analysis, Section II. These null hypotheses
stated that the various manifestations of Soviet Merchant
shipping cannot be explained by the military, economic, and
political motivating factors taken individually. The models
created were individually tested to determine the accep Lance
or rejection of these hypotheses.
In attempting to derive causal models of merchant ship-
ping, a search of the literature was largely unfruitful with
one notable exception. In a paper submitted for the American
Political Science Association meeting of 1969, Nazli Choucri
and Robert C. North presented various peace-system models
using a nation's merchant marine as a contributing variable
(operationalized by gross registered tons) [Russet, 1972,
pp. 239-274]. Although their interest was mainly in alterna-
tive paths to military preparedness, the models provided.
various plausible linkages to merchant shipping, some of
which are replicated in part in this study.
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It is worthwhile to note that the.se models were con-
structed before the initial analysis; the variables chosen
to operationalize the concepts were therefore largely
deductively determined, not the result of statistical
factor analysis.
The models are diagrammatically presented on the follow-
ing pages. Note that the models demonstrate a variation of
the previously utilized factors defined in the factor
analysis. In the military domain the emphasis is on military
capability. In the international political domain, the
emphasis is on international influence potential. In the
economic domain, international economy activity is emphasized,
In the following sections each model is explained and the
results of the causal analyses are reported.
1. The Military Model; Model I
The two initial concepts of Model I were operation-
alized according to the same logic and pattern of precedence
used in the operational definitions at the beginning of the
research. Also, the results of the initial factor analysis
were used in some cases where the factor definition fit the
concept. Where no common indicator was found, a variable
representative of the concept was chosen on the basis of the
researcher's deductive insight from previous research.
The primary statistical process used in this section
was regression analysis. The lagging of the independent
concepts (in this case economic development and military



































































provided the necessary prior status to represent a causal
model. Although the use of partial correlational analysis
could have been conducted to establish the causal relation-
ships, because of the application of regression analysis
to forming predictive equations, causal relationships were
established on the basis of regression analysis alone.
In testing Model I two separate sets of variables
were chosen to represent the concepts. In the first series
economic development was represented by N05, the trade and
development variable from the factor analysis. N17, military
personnel per hundred thousand population represented the
military effort concept, and the military capability concept
was represented by N23, also a result of the initial factor
analysis
.
In the second series of analyses the military
capability concept was operationalized by a sum of the other
two variables, N05 + N17, to form a new variable designated
N39, military capability. That military capability is
represented by a sum of a nation's military effort and its
economic development is an intuitively appealing
conceptualization
.
a. The General Results - All Nations
The results of regression analysis for all nations
on the military model generally failed to reject the null
hypotheses concerning the causal relationship between the
military capability factor and merchant shipping of large
maritime nations. In each variant of the Model more than 20
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of the 38 dependent variables failed to be predictable to
2
significant level (R greater than .50). Examining the
scores by individual dependent concepts, the Fleet Mix
concept V7as the hardest hit with 87.5% of the equations
failing to be predictive. The Ship Characteristics concept
faired best with only 20% failures. Of note is the fact
that all of the ship size variables produced predictable
equations, therefore the individual null hypothesis that
ship size is not explainable by military motivating factors
for large maritime nations was rejected. The remaining
dependent concept/ Fleet Size , had 70% of the dependent
concepts produce non-predictive equations. Of note here was
that total DWT of a nation was predictive in both variants
of the model as were total DWT and numbers of tankers.
b. Results for Cases USA, USSR
Let us now consider the model for the individual
nations of the study. Limiting the report to the US and the
USSR, the most striking observation is the high value of
predictability attained. The table below demonstrates this
occurrence.
USA USSR
2R greater than .9 16 14
2R greater than .8 25 24
2
R greater than .5 36 30
Total Number of Equa tions 38 38
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These results reflect that nearly all of the variables were
predictable in both the USA case and the USSR, suggesting
the rejection of the null hypotheses concerning the rela-
tionship of merchant shipping to military factors. Compar-
ing this with the less predictive results for all large
maritime nations, consider the fact that these two are the
world's military superpowers. Also the connection between
economic development and military capability utilized in
this model cannot be ignored as a source of predictability;
the relevance of economic development is not limited to the
military domain.
The eight equations of the USSR which failed to
be predictive bear further examination. The Fleet Mix con-
cept displayed three of Lhese , representing 38% of the Flee t
Mix indicators. These occurred in the bulk ship and
freighter percentage categories, while the versatile combina-
tion passenger-cargo ship and the tanker percentage indica-
2tors scored very high with R values greater than .87. The
remainder of the low scoring values (4) were distributed
about the various Ship Characteristics indicators. This
represents only 20% of those indicators and hence does not
preclude rejection of the related null hypothesis. The
table below displays the percentage and number of successful
equations in each dependent concept category.
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MODEL I PERCENTAGE (NUMBER OF) SUCCESSFUL EQUATIONS
(R2 Greater than .5)
USA USSR
Fleet Size 100% (10) 90% (9)
Fleet Characteristics 90% (18) 80% (16)
Fleet Mix 88% (7) 63% (5)
Overall 92% (35) 79% (30)
2. The Political Model: Model II
The political model for predicting merchant shipping
was the most complex model developed. The focus of this
model is on the international influence potential and its
component measures as predictors of the various facets of
the merchant shipping of a nation.
The four initializing concepts (far left side of
Figure V-3) were operationalized in terms of the basic
independent variables of the study. Variables were chosen
on the basis of previous analyses combined with an effort
to avoid multicollinearity of basic variables. The four
chosen variables are described as follows:
1. Aid Effort: N34, economic aid as a percentage of GNP
2. International military influence effort: N33, arms
exports as a percentage of GNP
3. LDC trade: N20 , balance of trade with LDC's.
4. LDC trade interdependence: N37, exports to LDC's as
a percentage of GNP
The political military influence effort concept was
then operationalized as two composite variables, the sum and
the multiplicative product of the first two variables. The
two new variables were identified as N41 and N42 respectively
The reason both indexes were developed was that there was no
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intuitive perception as to what type of combination would
best represent political-military influence. To put it in
conceptual terms, if a nation gave only economic aid and
did not engage in arms exports, which would be more repre-
sentative of the political-military influence effort? The
sum would equal the economic aid effort alone; the product
of these two indicators would be zero, indicating the
"missing" part of the equation. Empirical correlation
analysis of these two indexes indicated that they represented
empirically different facets of political-military influence
effort. Consider the all-cases, USSR, and USA correlation
coefficients. Only one exceeded .50, the USSR, and this r
was below . 80 , the established criterion of multicollinearity
[Rai and Biydenburgh, 1973, p.232j.
To establish an index of economic influence, the LDC
trade and LDC trade interdependence indicators. were added
and multiplied to replicate the procedures above. The
multicollinearity checks conducted showed these two indica-
tors to be the same; the additive index, N4 3, was used for
the analysis.
Influence potential was conceptualized as a composite
of all of the component concepts previously introduced. The
sum and the product of all the variables were computed to.
i
form possible indexes of this concept, identified by N45 and
N46 , respectively. Once again the multicollinearity check
established that these two variables were essentially the
same whether considered for the entire data set or by
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individual nation. For further calculations, the additive
index, N45, represented international influence potential.
Several separate but related causal streams were
tested in this model. These causal examinations are best
shown diagrammatically.
Variant I Variant 2 ' Variant 3
AID(t-4) TRADE (t-4)
SHIP(t) SHIP(t) ™^ Y (t-4) - SHIP (t)
MIL (t-4) NEEDLDC(t-4) M h
AID: Economic aid effort (N34)
MIL: Military influence effort (N33)
TRADE: LDC trade level (N20)
NEEDLDC: LDC trade interdependence (N3 7)
POLY-MIL: Political-military influence effort (both N41
and N42)
SHIP: The various facets of merchant shipping
(D03-D40)
A fourth variant is best represented by the basic
Model II diagram, including aspects of political-military
influence effort (N41) , -economic influence (N37) , and the
aggregate indicator of international influence potential
(N45) , all lagged four years as in the other variants.
a. The General (All Countries) Results
Regression equations for all countries using
Model II were generally unsatisfactory. Of the four
variants of Model II tested only four equations of the 152
2
examined met the minimum R of .50. These four equations
were all indicators of the Ship Characteristics concept;
however, as they represent only 20% of the Ship characteristics^
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indicators, the related null hypothesis was accepted. All
null hypotheses related to political motivating factors of
all-nations merchant shipping were accepted on the basis of
these results. Thus, no inference was established for causal
relationship between international political influence
effort of large maritime nations taken as a whole.
b. The Results for Cases USA, USSR
As with the military model the application of the
political model was much more successful with individual
nations than with all nations. Each variant of the model
resulted in more predictive equations than had the all-nations
regression analyses. In the case of the USSR the variable
N37, LDC interdependence was deleted from the analysis of the
final variant because of its high correlation with N41
(r=.83)
.
The results of these equations in terms of
percentage of successful equations for each dependent concept
are tabulated below. The numbers in parentheses indicate
the total number of successful equations in each category
choosing the most successful variant of the model.
MODEL II, PERCENTAGE (Number of) SUCCESSFUL EQUATIONS
USA USSR
Fleet Size 80% (8) 90% (9)
Fleet Characteristics 90% (18) 90% (18)
Fleet Mix 100% (8) 63% (5)
Overall Successful 89% (34) 85% (32)
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The high percentage of successful equations led to the rejec-
tion of the general null hypotheses concerning the explana-
tory role of international political motivating factors for
Soviet Merchant shipping.
Turning to a consideration of the USSR's predic-
tive equations by dependent concept, the Fleet Mix concept
faired the worst with only 63% or five of the eight total
Fleet Mix indicators yielding predictive equations. The
indicators, freighter % (numbers) of total, bulk % (DWT) of
total, and bulk % (numbers) of total all were unsuccessful.
Recalling the results of Model I, the military model, these
same indicators were unsuccessful. It appears that as yet
these indicators of the emphasis of the Soviets on these
ship types remain largely unexplained by the individual
models
.
Comparison of the US and the USSR by variant of
the model showed that in the case of the USA the final
variant, representing the entire model, exhibited most (i.e.,
27 or 34 equations) of the best predictive equations. The
most predictive variant for the USSR was the economic
influence variant with 28 of the USSR's 32 best predictive
equations. Although one would hesitate to totally discount
the input of Soviet military influence efforts on the basis
of this analysis alone, the inference is suggested that the
economic influence factors do outweigh the factors of military
influence effort in the explanation of the various facets of
Soviet merchant shipping. A more meaningful evaluation of
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the relative importance of motivating factors is approached
later in this section with a comparison of the various
models.
3. The Economic Model , Model III
Several variants of the economic model were tested
over all nations. For the first variant the entire model
was operationalized in terms of basic concepts presented.
Economic development was represented by NO 8, energy consump-
tion. The international trade concept was represented by
N05, the earlier derived TRADEVEL factor, while seaborne
volume of trade was operationalized by N26, seaborne balance
(tons exports - tons imports) of trade. These three initial
concepts were lagged four years while the international
economic interaction concept, operationalized by the pre-
viously derived NEEDLDC factor, N23, was lagged two years.
This concept was postulated as an intermediate concept in a
developmental sequence between the basic concepts and the
resultant merchant shipping indicators.
The second variant combined the economic development
indicator, NO 8, and the international trade indicator, NO 5,
into two composite indicators of trade and development, N47,
the sum of the two, and N4 8, the product of the two. The
third variant involved the computation of two other composite
indicators, the sum and product of all three basic indicators




The empirical independence of the measures used in
each regression equation was demonstrated by low correlation
coefficients for all nations. The diagramatic representa-






Trade (N05) -#. Activity (N23) > Ship





Activity (N23) + Ship




Trade, and or -> Activity (N23)-#- Ship
Sea Trade N50)
a. The General Results - All Nations
The various variants of Model III proved it the
most predictive model for all nations. Thirty of 38 depen-
dent indicators of merchant shipping resulted in successful
predictive equations. Of the eight non-predictive equations
four were in the category of Fleet Mix indicators, and four
were in the Ships Characteristics category. On the basis of
these results, the null hypothesis stating that merchant
shipping of nations is not explainable by the economic
motivating factors is rejected. It is worthy of note that
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during this analysis it appeared that one particular indica-
tor, N4 8, a product of NO 5 and NO 8, was a very good indicator
of the average age of the various ship types (r greater than
.83 for all of the five ship age indicators). That this
indicator of trade and development could be used for as a
single predictor of ship age is of interest and importance
to the policy analyst.
b. The Results for Cases USA, USSR
For the individual cases of the US and the USSR,
testing of the indicators of the variants of the economic
model demonstrated that multicollinearity would represent a
big problem. The very high intercorrelations of the various
economic indicators of these two countries resulted in a
limited choice of variables with which the model could be
tested. One variant for each country which passed the test
of multicollinearity was finally used for regression analysis
These variants are displayed diagrammatically below.
USA VARIANT
Trade and (N47)-*- Economic (N49) -» Ship
Development Activity
USSR VARIANT
Sea Trade (N2 3)-*- Economic (N50)-s*Ship
Activity




MODEL III, PERCENTAGE (Number of) SUCCESSFUL
EQUATIONS (R 2 Greater than .50)
USA USSR
Fleet Size 50% (5) 70% (7)
Fleet Characteristics 90% (18) 90% (18)
Fleet Mix 75% (6) 50% (4)
Overall Successful 76% (29) 76% (29)
On the basis of these results the null hypothe-
sis concerning the explanatory utility of economic motivating
factors on the various facets of USSR merchant shipping was
rejected. Although the number of successful equations was
less than for Models I and II, realize that only one variant
of this model could be used due to problems of multicol-
linearity. The use of several equation sets in the other
models increased the number of successful equations obtained.
The greatest success for both nations in the
economic model could be found in the Ship Characteristics
category. The least successful equations for the USSR were
once again Fleet Mix indicators. The same three indicators
were unsuccessfully explained by any of the three postulated
models. At this point it is relevant to recall that the
results of the all-factors regression equations yielded
successes for two of these three indicators. One might infer
that the application of all the factors, the military, the
political, and the economic provide more predictive relation-
ships than any factor taken separately.
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In the next and final part of this section, all
three models will be compared to establish the relative
importance of the different motivating factors.
4. Model Comparison for Each Dependent Concept:
Which is Best for Whom?
One of the key purposes of creating the models was
the comparison of the various models to determine the rela-
tive importance of the military, economic, and political
motivating factors in predicting merchant shipping.
Tables V-9 and V10 summarize the results of all the
equations previously discussed. Table V-9 displays a break-
down of the number of successful equations and what percentage
of total indicators in each basic dependent concept that
number represents. The overall rcentage shows what
proportion of the dependent variables were successfully
predicted and as such represents an overall measure of effec-
tiveness for each model.
Table V-10 displays another measure of effectiveness
of the various models. This table was compiled by determining
9
the best (highest R ) predictive equation over all models for
each dependent variable. The percentage in this table repre-
sents the proportion of all the indicators for which that
model exhibited the best predictive equation. The percentage
of best predictive equations represents another measure of
the effectiveness of each model. These tables are further




PERCENTAGE (NUMBER) OF SUCCESSFUL' EQUATIONS FOR EACH MODEL
Model I Model II Model III
Military Political Economic Total
ALL NATIONS
Fleet Size 30% ( 3) 0% ( 0) 80% ( 8) 36% (11)
Ship 75%(15) 20% ( 4) 90%(18) 60%(36)
Characteristics
Fleet Mix 13% ( 1) 0% ( 0) 50% ( 4) 21% ( 5)
Overall 50%(19) 10%( 4) 59%(30) 46%(52)
USA
Fleet Size- 100% (10) 80% ( 8) 50% ( 5) 77% (23)
Ship 9 % ( 1 8
)
90 % ( 18
)
9 0% ( 18 ) 9 0% ( 5 4
)
Characteristics
Fleet Mix 88% ( 7) 100% ( 8) 75% ( 6) 88% (21)
Overall 92% (35) 89% (34) 76% (29) 86% (98)
USSR
Fleet Size 90% ( 9) 90% ( 9) 70% ( 7) 83% (25)
Ship 80%(16) 90%(18) 90%(18) 87%(52)
Characteristics
Fleet Mix 63% ( 5) 63% ( 5) 50% ( 4) 58% (14)




PERCENTAGE (NUMBER) OF BEST EQUATIONS AMONG COMPETING MODELS
Model I Model II Model III
Military Political Economic Total
ALL NATIONS
Fleet Size 10% ( 1) 0% ( 0) 70% ( 7) 80% ( 8)
Ship 15% ( 3) 0%( 0) 85%(17) 100%(20)
Characteristics
Fleet Mix 12% ( 1) 0% ( 0) 38% ( 3) 50% ( 4)
Overall 13% ( 5) 0% ( 0) 71% (27) 84% (32)
USA
Fleet Size 30% ( 3) 70% ( 7) 0% ( 0) 100% (10)
Ship
,
45% ( 9) 40% ( 8) 15% ( 3) 100% (20)
Characteristics
Fleet Mix 63% ( 5) 37% ( 3) 0% ( 0) 100% ( 8)
Overall 45% (17) 47% (18) 8% ( 3) 100% (38)
USSR
Fleet Size 90% ( 9) 0%
(
0) 0% ( 0) 90% ( 9)
Ship 30% ( 4) 25% ( 5) 40% ( 8) 95% (19)
Characteristics
Fleet Mix 50% ( 4) 13% 1) 0% ( 0) 63% ( 5)
Overall 50% (19) 16% 6) 21% ( 8) 87% (33)
.13

a. The General (all nations) Comparison
Turning briefly to a discussion of the relative
utility of the various models for all nations, Model III,
the economic model provided the most predictive equations.
Reading down the Model III column in Table V-9 demonstrates
that for all dependent concepts, Model III was the most pre-
dictive. The overall measure for Model III, 79%, was the
highest. Although these percentages cannot be read as an
interval scale, assuming the validity of the research that
produced this table, a rough ranking of the relative effec-
tiveness of the models is inferred. For the all-nations
analysis the economic model was the most effective, the
military model the second, and the political model the least
effective predictor of merchant shipping.
Examining Table V-10 for all nations reinforces
the prior observations. The economic model exhibited most
of the best predictive equations with the other models fal-
ling into the previously established rank order.
b. Model Comparison by Cases USA, USSR
On consideration of the tables for the USA and
the USSR, the first observation that can be made is that all
of the models were more successful for the USA than for the
USSR. It would appear at first glance that the models better
explain the USA. Several weaknesses of this research need
now to be mentioned before further analysis is attempted.
First, the researcher was unable to include one of the postu-
lated economic motivators of Soviet merchant shipping, that
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is, international financial status. Second, for the USA,
only privately owned U.S. flag ships and government-owned
shipping were included in these regression analys s. As
was previously mentioned, too few cases for meaningful
regression were available for the USECON category of ships,
so that the economically important flags of convenience were
deleted from these analyses. Finally, because of the lack
of flexibility in choosing statistically independent
measures for the economic model, only one series of equations
was developed. In all other models, several variants
increased the number and percentage of successful equations.
These weaknesses do not invalid this portion of the study,
but they represent cautions in interpretation of the results.
Comparing the three models for the USA and the
USSR in Table V-9 , rough rankings of the motivating factors
can be approximated. On the basis of these tables alone,
only small differences were observed. The largest percen-
tage difference for the USA was 16%; for the USSR only 9%
separated the top ranking political model from the bottom
ranked economic model. Comparing these results with the
all-nations percentages where the top ranking economic model
exceeded the bottom ranking political model by 69%, clearly
less faith can be placed in the order of the USSR results.
Turning to Table V-10 for another measure of
model effectiveness, only slightly greater divergence is
apparent. Keeping both measures of effectiveness in mind,
a rank order for the USSR was determined to be first the
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military model, then the political model, and finally the
economic model. Comparing this with the USA, the same
ranking was observed for the USA, the military, the politi-
cal, and the economic.
A further comparison of the models by individual
concept was of interest. A figure of merit for each model
within each concept was drawn in the same manner as the
overall measure of effectiveness was obtained. The first
measure, percentage successful equations, revealed very
little difference over each concept considered for the USSR.
For the USA, the Fleet Size measures showed both the military
and political models as highly successful, while the econo-
mic model was less so Ship Characteristics measures were
equally predictable with all models. Fleet Mix indicators
showed minor variation, of interest here is that model II
had 100% successful Fleet Mix equations.
Turning to the best predictive measure of effec-
tiveness, Table V-10, Model I was clearly the best predictor
for USSR Fleet Size and Fleet Mix . Models I and II were
essentially equally predictive for Ship Characteristics while
Model III provided the best predictor by a small margin. For
the USA Model II provided most of the best predictive equa-
tions for Fleet Size . Ship Characteristics indicators we're
about equally well predicted by Models I and II and the Fleet
Mix variables by Model I. A summary of the rankings of each
model by dependent concept is shown as follows.
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RANK ORDER OF MODEL PREDICTIVENESS
Model I Model II Model III
Military Political Economic
USA
Fleet Size (2)* (1) 3
Ship Characteristics (1) (2) 3
Fleet Mix (1) (2) 3
Overall (1) (2) 3
USSR
Fleet Size 1 (2) (3)
Ship Characteristics (3) (2) 1
Fleet Mix 1 (2) 3
Overall 1 (2) (3)
*Parenthesis mean that there was very little difference
between that rank and the adjacent rank also shown in
parenthesis.
There was only one significant variation from
the military, political, economic ranking. That was USSR
Ship Characteristics . This comes as a surprise since the
various Soviet ship characteristics of size, draft, and
speed have been highlighted as likely having political or
military motivations, rather than economic. This table
shows that among the rankings listed it is the only one in
which the economic model was the best predictor. A more
detailed examination showed that the eight Ship Character-
istics indicators for which Model III was the best predictor
were all age, speed, and draft indicators. Four of the five
ship size indicators were in fact predicted best by the
military model, Model I; the remaining size indicator,
notably tanker size, was best predicted by the political
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model, Model II. So the economic model did provide the best
overall predictor of Soviet Ship Characteristics with the
notable exception of ship size which in all cases was best
predicted by non-economic factors.
For the reader interested in further detailed
analysis of this sort, a complete listing of all the equa-
tions used in this section is available from the thesis
advisor.
F. TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS
Essentially the entire study undertaken was a time-
series analysis. The data for each country studied was
collected over a period of 24 years, 1950 through 1973. Up
to this point, however, only a few portions of the research
have concentrated on the temporal nature of the data, such
as the temporal stability check of the factor analysis and
the use of time lagged data to establish causal inference.
In this section the temporal character of the data was
exploited. The description of trends and the determination
of breakpoints of merchant shipping data were used to estab-
lish more predictive regression equations. The dependent
data was transformed into averages of five and three years
in an attempt to detrend or "smooth" the data to lessen the
effects of year to year variations. Finally, the independent
variables were transformed on the basis of temporal relation-
ships to create new variables representing the rate of
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change, and the residual of each data point from its five
3year average.
1. Time-Series Data Description
One of the assumptions of this study which allows
effective prediction on the basis of reqression analysis is
the assumption of continuity, that is, the faith that the
same general environemnt in which the study was conducted
will continue to exist through the point of prediction.
Underlying this assumption is the belief that the long-term
trends of the data will continue. One procedure for the
determination of the existence of such trends is, ". . .
serial correlation , used to determine whether and to what
degree each successive score in a time-series depends on the
preceding score," [Gurr, 1972, p. 142]. This procedure was
conducted on the merchant shipping indicators in this study.
For all-nations the serial correlation matrix
resulted in very high correlation coefficients for all
dependent indicators. Only three indicators exhibited an r
less than .90. They are listed below with the corresponding
correlation coefficient.
D26 Average tanker speed (r~.82)
D33 Combination ship (DWT) % (r=.84)
D34 Combination ship (numbers) % (r=.86)
A more complete discussion of the various methods of
time-series analysis may be found in Gurr, 1972, pp. 141-149
Additionally, some of the techniques applied here are inno-
vative and no precedence in the literature can be found.
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The USA and USSR serial correlations resulted in
even higher levels of correlation suggesting that for all-
nations or individual nations, long term trends do exist.
To further establish the temporal stability of these
trends, the time-period of the study was subdivided into
four year periods and serial correlation was conducted.
Although some lower levels of correlation were observed,
on the whole, the trends were' consistent over the various
periods and no specific breakpoints were detected that could
be generalized over the entire data set. For the USA and
USSR data, several time periods presented abnormally low
correlation levels in specific areas. These indicate pos-
sible breakpoints and bear further investigation. In the
1954 through 195C time period, both the USA and USSR,
Fleet Mix variables showed low year to year correlations.
In the case of the USSR, also the freighter and combination
ship Fleet Size indicators exhibited low correlation
coefficients. The USSR fluctuations are explained by the
fact that this was the time of the largest boom in Soviet
merchant shipping. This was accompanied by a shift in
emphasis. A perusal of the raw data will demonstrate this
point. The combination passenger-cargo ship percentage from
1950 to 1956 decreased slowly from 14% to 11% of the total
number of Soviet ships. In the next two years, that per-
centage dropped dramatically as much as it had in the
previous six years to 8% of the total. It wasn't until 1966
that it had dropped another 3%, that is, the rate of decrease
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after 196 8 leveled out considerably. This certainly repre-
sented a breakpoint in Soviet ship type emphasis.
A second step in this analysis was to describe the
trends of the data. The subprogram SCATTERGRAM of the SPSS
package provided the means by which the dependent data was
graphically displayed. Each dependent indicator was plotted
versus time to describe the trends and allow the determina-
tion of temporal breakpoints for the various merchant shipping
indicators. A detailed analysis of the scattergrams could
provide basis for fitting various curves such as logistics
curves, sine curves or exponential growth curves to the
various merchant shipping indicators [Gurr, 1972, p. 143].
Such a study would rival in magnitude and length this entire
research. The main utility of the scattergrams for this
research was as a means of screening the data for recent
breakpoints from which time-selected regression analysis
might be employed to better previously unsatisfactory or
marginal results.
The variable scattergrams were scanned to detect
breakpoints and recently changing trends for indicators which
2
had previously provided low R values during the initial
inductive-factor regression analyses. For the USA, there
were two variables which met both of these criterion, D18,
bulk ship DWT total and D19 , bulk ship total numbers . To
4The scattergrams for all dependent variables and each
nation or nation-entity (16 total nation-entities by 3 8
_
variables) are available on request from the thesis advisor
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give the reader a feel for the magnitude of the breakpoints
for these indicators, from 1957 to 1961, USA bulk ship total
DWT rose dramatically from 543 DWT to an all-time high of
1123 DWT. At that time a sharp reversal in this trend
occurred; a nearly linear decrease in total DWT of bulk
ships continued until a 1973 level of 630 DWT was reached.
The number of bulk ships experience a corresponding shift.
The magnitude of this shift was only partially explained by
the all-years analysis using the inductive factors, so in
the hope of improving the previous R value (to provide
greater predictability) , the regression analysis was again
conducted using only the years after 1960. The results of
2the post-1960-only equations for D18 and D19 were R =.90 and
2R -.97, respectively. This compares with the original "best
lag" results of .64 and .72 respectively.
For the USSR four variables met the dual criteria
of previously low predictability and a sharp change in
trends. These variables and their respective amounts of
explained variance for the all-years and the selected time
periods are displayed in tabular format below.
2USSR R VALUES (Amount of Explained Variance)
All-Years Selected
Dependent Variable
D09, Total number of
Combination ships




D38, Bulk ship DWT %
of total
"Best Lag" Time-Peri od Timer
Results Results Period
.55 .44 After 1957
.76 .64 After 1962
.50 .65 After 1962
.42 .49 After 1962
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Only two of the selected time-period equations
resulted in an improvement in predictability , one of which
still did not reach the minimum criteria of success (R =.50)
set forth in the research. Overall, it seems that these
indicators were explained about as well (or as poorly) for
the entire time period as they were when analyzed over the
selected time-periods. It may be concluded that in general,
for the USSR, the breakpoints were equally explained (or
remained unexplained) by corresponding changes in the deter-
minant factors.
2 . New Variables: Averages, Rates of Change, Percentage
Rates of Change, and Residuals
In this section the development of several new vari-
ables is discussed with the goal of establishing more predic-
tive models.
a. Averages: "Detrending" or "Smoothing" the
Dependent Data
The object of creating averages over various time
spans is to reduce the effect of radical year to year fluc-
tuations of the data. By this means the data may display
more general trends which were not apparent in the raw data.
Further, it was postulated that the smoothed data might
provide more predictive results than the annual fluctuations
not explained previously by the independent factors.
The focus of this portion of the study was on the
merchant shipping variables with the main purpose of screen-
ing the data in the same manner as the selected time-periods
analysis was conducted. Averages over three-year and five-
year periods were computed for all dependent variables. The
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three year averages v/ere taken from the middle three years of
each case and the five year averages over all years in ea£h
case so that each average represented the middle year in
the case. When these average values were regressed against
the independent variables, an effective two year lag was
developed from the middle year of each case.
For the all-cases analysis, 23 of the new
variables were analysed using the inductive factors to deter-
mine whether these factors were more predictive of the
smoothed variables than the raw data points. Of the 2 3
equations, 12 were more predictive indicating that although
some practical advantage was gained in the exercise, only
about half the equations were actually improved by using the
smoothed values, about half were not as good.
For the cases USA and USSR the previously low
predictive equations were tested with the smoothed dependent
variables. Additionally where recent breakpoints were
indicated only the post breakpoint years were used.
For the USA the smoothed and time-selected
equations resulted in greatly improved predictiveness
.
For the USSR, however, the results below were ambiguous.
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DO 8, DWT of Combi- .79 .37 After
nation Ships 1962
D37, Bulk Ship (DWT) .47 .65 After
% of Total 1964
b. Rates of Change, Percentage Rates of Change
and Residuals
The next steps of the analysis focused on the
creation of new independent and dependent variables on the
basis of their temporal characteristics. Up to this point
the researcher had created some 9 8 variables for each lead
year in each case. Since each variable was replicated for
the four preceding years and included in each case for the
purpose of lagging, a total of 490 variables were listed in
each case. A maximum of 500 variables is allowed in an SPSS
file. In order to add new variables, some of the other vari-
ables had to be deleted. These were deleted on the basis of
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the original factor analysis; independent variables were
deleted which had shown very high correlations with other
independent variables.
Sixteen independent variables (300 total per
case) of the original 3 8 were retained and subsequently
transformed. Rates of change were created by taking five
year differences and three year differences in variable
values to develop four year and two year rates of change.
The new variables were identified by a D4 or D2 prefix to
indicate the number of years over which the differences were
computed. The examples below best depict the method and
notation used.
D2N01(2 year rate of = TA1N01 (lagged 1 yr) - TB1N01 (lagged 3 yr)
change, imports)
D4N01(4 year rate of = TA2N01 (current yr) - TB2N01 (lagged 4 yrs)
change, imports)
The percentage rate of change of each variable
was computed by dividing the previously determined value for
the rate of change by the average of that value over the
years considered. Multiplying this value by 100 provided
the percentage rate of change, identified by a PR (Percentage
Rate) prefix added to each variable.
PRN01 = finni D4N01 (4 year rate of change of N01)uuuj
v5N0 i (Average of N01 over the 5 years involved)
The essential difference between the percentage
rate of change (PR) and the rate of change (D4) can best be




Variable Case I Case II
TA2XX (Year 5) 1005 20
TB2XX (Year 1) 995 10
V5XX 1000 15
D4XX 10 10
PRXX (100) y^ = 0.1% (100) J! = 66.7%
As can be seen by the two cases, although the
rates of change for variable XX (D4XX) were identical, the
percentage rates of change (PRXX) differed greatly for the
two cases.
The final new variable created was the residual
of the five year average. Taking the middle value of the
five year period and subtracting from it the five year
average yielded a new variable identified by the prefix R5
(Residual of the five year average) . The intention here was
to create a variable which would operationalize the amount
and direction of the fluctuation of a variable about its
"smoothed" average over five years. The new variables
tended to accentuate fluctuations and predict changes in
trends and, although no precedent could be found in the
literature, this method was hoped to provide improved pre-
dictiveness in some of the regression analyses.
The new variables were then described as had
been their untransformed predecessors by the standard
statistics such as the mean, standard deviation, skewness
and kurtosis. A total of eight variables required
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normalization prior to further analysis; on application of
the appropriate function, the transformed variables yielded
satisfactory values of skewness and kurtosis.
The dependent variables were additionally dis-
played in scattergrams across the years. These scattergrams
disclosed some interesting relationships, such as some nearly
linear relationships with rates of change across time. How-
ever, since the main purpose of the research was to create
a model on the basis of motivating factors, these potentially
predictive relationships were deemed the subject of some
possible future analysis. As with the results of other
analyses mentioned in this chapter, the complete scatter-
grams are available from the thesis advisor.
The final step in preparation for regression
analysis was factor analysis. Twelve different factor
analyses were conducted, one for each variable type on the
entire file (all-nations) and for subfiles USA and USSR
independently. Rather than go into a detailed description
of each factor analysis, a summary of the studies is dis-
played in Table V-ll. Under each variable type appears the
major factor names and the variable chosen to represent the
factor in further analysis. The factor names and choice of
representative variables were made using the same procedures
described in detail for the untransformed variable factor
analysis
.
In general, the transformation of the variables
created a more diverse data set, exemplified by larger
numbers of factors in each analysis. Although some factors
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were consistent for all of the transformed variables, suf-
ficient differences were noted to conclude that the various
transformations had created essentially different data sets.
On consideration of the unsuccessful analyses, recall that
for the untransformed data neither the USA nor the USSR
exhibited satisfactory factor solutions.
2. Regression Analysis with the Temporally
Transformed Variables
With the variable preparation and factor analysis
completed, the next step of the research was regression
analysis with the temporally transformed variables. Essen-
tially the same steps were followed as had been with the
untransformed variables with one exception. In the causal
analysis portion of the study, only preminary steps were
taken with Model I, the military model. Partial correlations
were undertaken with this model, and as those results cannot
be directly compared with the regression results conducted
on Models II and III, no comparative analysis of motivating
factors is included in this section.
On consideration of the all-nations regression
analysis with inductive factors, the most striking feature
is that the transformed variables produced more predictive
equations than the untransformed variables. The percentage
of success table below demonstrates this observation.
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PERCENTAGE (Number) OF SUCCESSFUL EQUATIONS, ALL-NATIONS
2(R Greater than .50)
Untrans formed Temporally Transformed
Fleet Size 80% ( 8) 90% ( 9)
Ship Characteristics 85% (17) 100% (20)
Fleet Mix 38% ( 3) 38% ( 3)
Overall 74% (28) 84% (32)
The superiority of the transformed variables held for
all the dependent concepts except Fleet Mix , for which trans-
formed and untrans formed variables were equally poor
predictors
.
Comparison of like results for the USA and the USSR
showed the same general pattern. Where the inductive factor
utilization with untrans formed variables left five indicators
2
unexplained (R less than .5), for the comparable transformed
variable regression, 100% of the indicators were explained
for both the USA and the USSR.
Referring to a previously used method of measuring
the effectiveness of models, the same method was applied to
measure the relative effectiveness of using transformed or
untransformed variables in regression. The results are
displayed by the table below. High scores (greater than 50%)
favor transformed variables. Untransformed scores may be
obtained by subtracting the percentages below from 100%.
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PERCENTAGE (Number) OF BEST PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS
FOR TRANSFORMED VARIABLE REGRESSION EQUATION
WHEN COMPARED TO UNTRANSFORMED VARIABLES
USA USSR
Fleet Size 0% ( 0) 60% ( 6)
Ship Characteristics 70% (14) 85% (17)
Fleet Mix 12% ( 1) 100% ( 8)
Overall 39% (15) 82% (31)
From the overall scores in the table one may conclude
that transformed variables produce more predictive equations
for the USSR while the opposite is true for the USA. In the
case of the USA the Ship Characteristics are also more
predictable by the transformed variables.
In conclusion, the time-series analysis provided
improved the overall prediction capability of the study. In
the next section specific examples of the best predictive
equations over all the methods will be applied.
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VI. SUMMARY OF RESULTS: THE BEST PREDICTIVE
EQUATIONS FOR THE USSR
In this brief chapter, the research will be summarized
in terms of the development of the best predictive equations
for USSR merchant shipping attributes obtained from the
entire research. The best predictive equations were chosen
2
on the basis or the general measure of effectiveness, R
(coefficient of multiple determination) . At each step of
the research other measures of equation effectiveness, such
as the S.E. (Standard Error of the Equation), the equation F
statistic, and the individual variable significance were
scrutinized and met acceptable minimum criteria. Therefore,
2
the R values obtained were valid measures of each equation's
relative merit.
A. COMPARISON OF PREDICTIVE METHODOLOGIES AND
DATA HANDLING TECHNIQUES
A complete listing of the best predictive equations is
available in Appendix D. In the following paragraphs the
best predictive equations are analyzed by general methodology
and technique.
First, consider the overall comparison of the use of
inductive factors for prediction with the use of models in
this research. The table below summarizes the percentage of
the best predictive equations obtained from each method.
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BEST PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS PERCENTAGE
(Number) BY SOURCE METHODOLOGY
Inductive Causal
Factors Models
Ship Size 50% ( 5) 50% ( 5)
Ship Characteristics 70% (14) 30% ( 6)
Fleet Mix 37% ( 3) 63% ( 5)
Overall 58% (22) 42% (16)
The overall values displayed little difference in the
methods. However, for the prediction of Ships Character -
istics , the use of inductive factors is superior. We have
somewhat less confidence that causal models are the better
methodology for Fleet Mix variables.
The next step of this analysis was a comparison of the
two basic data-handling techniques, using untransformed
variables versus the temporally-transformed variables. The
table below summarizes a comparison of the two techniques
disregarding the methodology used.
BEST PREDICTIVE EQUATION PERCENTAGE




Fleet Size 50% ( 5) 50% ( 5)
Ship Characteristics 15% ( 3) 85% (17)
Fleet Mix 0% ( 0) 100% ( 8)
Overall 21% ( 8) 79% (30)
These results infer that the temporal transformation of
variables provided superior prediction. Only for Fleet Size
variables were these results inconclusive.
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One might consider controlling for the technique to
determine the value of the methodology or vice versa. A
preliminary cross-tabulation of the techniques versus the
methodologies is displayed below.
CROSS-TABULATION OF METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES
RESULTING IN EEST PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS
Untransformed Transformed
Variables Variables Total
Inductive Factors 3 19 22
Causal Models 5 11 16
Total 8 30 38
Although it might appear that significant relationships
exist between the methods and the techniques, a Fisher's
exact test yielded a probability of .17 that this distribu-
tion was the result of random variations. The normally
accepted maximum probability to establish significance is
.05, therefore, further analysis was deemed unlikely to yield
significant results. With respect to predictive capability,
no significant relationship between the methodology used and
the data handling technique was concluded.
B. APPLICATION OF THE -PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS:
SOME SAMPLE PREDICTIONS
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the usage
of the predictive equations by making predictions on the
basis of several equations chosen from the complete list in
Appendix D. The equations were selected on the basis of





and Fleet Mix . Also, the two major data
handling techniques are represented.
1. The Fleet Size Sample Equation
The sample of the Fleet Size equations is DO 3,
Total DWT of the Soviet Maritime Fleet.
D03 = 11.79088TB2N39 + 518.27731
The coefficients above are b coefficients and can be
used with raw data. In this case TB2N39 is a composite
indicator of military capability, composed of the sum of
TB2N05 (LDC imports) , and TB2N17 (military personnel per
100,000 population).
This equation represents one of the few simple linear
regression equations developed during this research. It was
derived during the testing of the military capability model
2 2
and exhibited the highest R (R = .98) of any of the 60 or
so equations developed for D03.
To use the equation one must simply obtain the latest
data available for the independent variable and enter the
single value into the equation.
TB2N39 is lagged four years to provide an estimate










A review of the figures for total DWT of the Soviet
Maritime Fleet will show these estimates represent a continu-
ation of recent trends.
DWT TOTAL OF SOVIET MARITIME FLEET
(Estimates in Parenthesis)

















The key difference between this method and a simple
trend extrapolation is that the figures are produced on the
basis of current indicators. There is no inherent reliance
on the continuation of merchant shipping trends; only the
continued relationship between the key determinant factors
and merchant shipping is assumed.
2. The Ship Characteristics Sample Equation
D26 = .0276D4N26 + .02075D4N32 + 22.49425
D26: Average tanker age
D4N26: Balance of seaborne trade (4 year change)
D4N32: Energy production per capita (4 Year change)
Equation R2 = .99 8
Equation source: Transformed variables economic model
The equation shown above represents a Ship Character -
2istics indicator with a very high R value. The use of the
D4 (4 year rate of change) variable does limit the
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predictiveness, which for this data set, only represents a
one-year prediction from the most recent independent values





D26 (11.6 yrs.) 1974







3 . The Fleet Mix Sample Equation
D40 = .00042D2N30 - 3.22885D2N17 - .00273D2N20
-
.0015D2N14 + 7.7261
D40: Tanker percentage (numbers) of the total fleet
D2N30: Population Energy product (Millions
persons • metric tons of coal equivalent)
- 2 year change
D2N30: Military personnel per 100,000 population
(2 year change)
D2N20: Balance of Trade with LDC ' s (Million $)
- 2 year change
D2N14: Economic Aid (Million $) - 2 year change
2Equation R : .95
Equation source: Transformed variable (D2)
inductive factors
Replicating the processes used in the other two
dependent concept sample equations, the equation above was
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used for prediction. Note that this provides a two year
prediction ahead of the middle value of the rate of change
(D2) variables.






The estimate of the percentage of tankers in the
Soviet fleet at the end of 1975 is 19.1%. Although this
represents a slight change from recent values (roughly
20-21% for the last six years) , the actual truth of the pre-




Facts, or what man believes to be facts, are delightful
.... Get your facts first, and then you can distort
them as much as you please.
Mark Twain
[Kipling, From Sea to Sea , Letter 37]
It is not the purpose of this section to merely replicate
the statistical results of the research for the reader's
personal interpretation. Rather, the substantive and method-
ological findings made at various points in the study are
summarized and expanded to facilitate an overall view of the
study. Further, a discussion of the practical applications
as well as the limitations of the research is followed by a
brief look at Lhe future possibilities of research of this
type.
A. THE SUBSTANTIVE FINDINGS OF THF RESEARCH
The basic purpose of this thesis was to predict and
explain the various facets of Soviet Merchant shipping on
the basis of political, military, and economic factors.
Examining the preliminary historical analysis, these factors
were postulated as determinants of Soviet Merchant Shipping,
with some intuitive statements about their relative impor-
tance. The subsequent statistical analysis was undertaken
with the purpose of establishing the existence and nature of




Examining the bivariate correlation matrices, strong
correlations were observed between the dependent concepts
and the independent indicators. Although bivariate correla-
tions alone do not infer causal relationships, these pre-
liminary results using both time-lagged and time-led
independent data reinforced the justification for further
analysis
.
Additionally, the each-nation correlations were
generally higher than those obtained for the entire file,
suggesting that explanatory models for each nation might be




For this study, the major purpose of factor analysis
was to reduce the data and to inductively identify the under-
lying factors of the independent data set. Later analysis
required reducing the number of variables to ensure the
statistical and theoretical reliability of the results.
Factor analysis of the original 38 variables yielded
four major factors for the all-nations analysis. These four
factors strongly reinforced the initial concepts of the
operational definitions of military, political, and economic
factors. Further analysis of a subset of these variables
justified the use of a representative variable for each




3. Regression Analysis: Inductive Factors
Regression analysis with the inductive factors was
the first procedure from which causal relationships could be
derived. Time-lagging the independent variables in the
regression process established the necessary prerequisites
for causal inference. Time-leading the independent variables
was useful for determining the feedback effects of merchant
shipping on the independent indicators.
a. All-Nations Analysis
All-nations results demonstrated that lagging
the factors over an increasing number of years improved the
predictive equations. This strengthened the postulated
causal inferences of the basic analysis. Further, time-lead
equation lesuits showed that feedback relationships were
present, in most cases stronger than the lagged results.
The conclusion is that the military, political, and economic
characteristics represented by the factors are in fact
resultants as well as
.
determinants of merchant shipping
indicators
.
b. USA, USSR Analysis
Analysis of the USA and the USSR using inductive
factors was hampered by problems of multicollinearity . Since
in many cases only one variable could be used in the equation,
only very rough factor comparisons were possible. Despite
2
the fact that fewer variables were used, higher R values
resulted from the each-nation analysis than from the all-
nations regressions. Null hypotheses concerning the effects
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of all factors considered together on Soviet merchant ship-
ping were rejected with confidence.
4 . Causal Analysis
The major purposes of the causal analysis were:
(1) to examine causal relationships between merchant shipping
and the various economic, political, and military models, and
(2) to determine the relative importance of these factors.
Summarizing the overall results for the all-nations
analysis, the international economic activity model was most
predictive with the military capability model and the inter-
national political influence model trailing, in that order.
During the testing of the international economic
activity model for each nation, the problem of multicol-
linearity among the various economic indicators prevented
using multiple variants of this model. For other models the
use two or three variants had slightly improved their effec-
tiveness. Although this should have minimal effect on the
validity of the model-comparison method, some caution is
advised in interpreting the results for each nation.
The ranking of the models on the basis of overall
effectiveness for the USA and the USSR was the same for both
nations. The military capability model ranked first, the
international political model ranked second, and the inter-
national economic activity model was the least predictive.
This result was not expected. Particularly for the USA one
would expect economic factors to decisively dominate. How-
ever, consider that the USA merchant shipping data consists
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only of U.S. Privately-owned and government owned shipping
(reserve fleet, not naval auxiliaries). Recall that the
USECON indicators developed had too few cases for regression
analysis. This note lends more credibility to the equivalent
rankings of these two nations. Finally, consider that the
intervals between rankings for the each-nation comparison were
much less definitive (smaller percentage spread) than the
all-nation results.
When examined by individual dependent concept the
overall model ranking was maintained for the USA and for the
USSR with the exception of the USSR Ship Characteristics .
The International Economic Activity Model was the best
predictor of Soviet Ship Characteristics , another conclusion
which contradicts many expert's intuitive conclusions about
the causal factors of this facet of Soviet Merchant Shipping.
The most popular hypotheses state that although the Fleet
Size and Fleet Mix concepts "might be best explained by
economic factors, certainly the Ship Characteristics (size,
speed, draft) would be better predicted by non-economic fac-
tors. This concept bears further consideration.
A detailed examination of the USSR Ship Character-
istics results show that all of the five ship size indicators
were in fact explained by non-economic models. Four of these
were explained the military capability model, the fifth,
tanker size, was best predicted by the International Political
Influence Model. The remaining 15 Ships Characteristics (age,
speed, draft) were best predicted by the International
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Economic Activity Model, accounting for the indicated deci-




In the time-series analysis the temporal nature of
the data was exploited. Trends were examined for the
dependent variables; the independent variables underwent
transformation on the basis of temporal relationships. Sub-
sequently, these new independent variables underwent the
entire gamut of statistical analysis, factor analysis,
regression analysis, and causal analysis.
a. Serial Correlation and Data Smoothing
Serial correlation of the merchant shipping
indicators cf all-nations data revealed that long term trends
exhibiting temporal stability do exist.
For the USA and the USSR certain breakpoints or
sharp changes in trends of the merchant shipping data were
discovered. On the basis of serial correlation and scatter-
grams (time versus shipping variables) , the recent break-
points were exploited by reanalyzing previously poorly
2
explained variables (low R ) . Regression analysis with the
inductive factors for only the post-breakpoint years yielded
greatly improved results for the USA. On the other hand,
for the USSR this analysis gave no improvement. The USSR
breakpoints in merchant shipping trends were equally explained





Smoothed merchant shipping data, three and five
year averages, were subjected to the same screening procedures
Reapplication of regression analysis to 23 all-nations vari-
ables yielded 12 improved predictions. For the USA analysis
a significant improvement in equation predictiveness resulted,
while for the USSR the results were ambiguous. The inductive
factors explained the USSR year-to-year fluctuations about
as well as they explained smoothed data points. All of the
above demonstrates the need to have substantive knowledge
about the history of shipping in order to evaluate break-
points .
b. Temporally Transformed Independent Variables
The independent variables next underwent various
transformations to create rates of change, percentage, rates
of change, and residuals from the five year average. The
transformed variables were then subjected to the same
statistical processes as had been their untransformed
predecessors.
Factor analysis demonstrated that the trans-
formed variables represented a more diverse data set, with
more factors created from the all-nations analysis . Addi-
tionally, the USA and the USSR exhibited distinct inductive
factors for three out of four of the transformed data sets.
Recall that factor analysis had failed for individual nations
using untransformed variables.
Regression analysis was performed with represen-
tative, transformed variables (i.e., inductively derived
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factors). These analyses yielded more predictive equations
than had the untransformed variables for the all-nations
and the USSR cases. For the USA no improvement resulted.
6. Summary Findings
The most important substantive findings are enumer-
ated below:
a. Soviet Merchant Shipping is well explained by
the economic, military, and political factors when those
independent measures are combined or considered separately.
b. Although military, economic, and political models
were all quite effective predictors of Soviet shipping, the
relative ranking of these factors was: (a) military, (b)
<
political, and (c) economic. This ranking was comparable to
the USA results.
c. The concept Soviet merchant Ship Characteristics
was an exception to the above-listed ranking. All Ship
Characteristics indicators were predicted by the economic
model with the exception of ship size variables. Tanker size
was best predicted by the political model, and all other size
measures by the military model.
d. Breakpoints in Soviet Merchant Shipping trends
are well explained by corresponding changes in the deter-
minant factors. For the USA, these relationships were not
as consistent.
B. THE METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
The conclusions and predictive equations of this research
are the results of the summarization of multiple streams of
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evidence derived from multiple methodologies. The two
primary methodologies of the research were (1) a traditional
historical analysis and (2) a statistical analysis of major
factors
.
This section describes the limitations, applications,
and comparisons of the statistical methodologies used in the
study.
1. Limitations of the Research
a. The Statistical Assumptions
Although not to be considered as weaknesses of
the research, there are certain theoretical assumptions which
should be kept in mind during the application of the results
of this study.
"Mathematical statisticians point out that
statistical techniques only describe relationships, they do
not explain them," [Gurr, 1972, p. 16]. However, in the
field of quantitative analysis certain conventions have
developed, based on plausible assumptions, by which criteria
certain statistical results are viewed as consistent with
causal theories. That the independent variable regularly
precedes the dependent variable is partial grounds for
establishing a causal relationship. That this precedence
represents a logical progression confirms the causal nature
of the relationship. The use of time-lagged factors
developed from previous research in regression analysis





The assumption of continuity is basic to this
research. This assumes that basically the same environmental
factors will exist through the time-period over which the
prediction is made. The application of this assumption in
this study is pertinent only to the relationships that exist
between the predictive factors and the merchant shipping
indicators. That is, the current trends of Soviet Merchant
Shipping are not expected to remain consistent, only the
established relationships between those trends and the trends
of their determinant factors. The breakpoint analysis
showed that for the USSR the continuity of predictiveness
existed.
A possible break in the continuity of the rela-
tionships could occur. Consider the effects of the energy
crisis. The USSR is currently self-sufficient in petroleum
products, but is expected to be a net importer of petroleum
by 1980 [Ackley, 1974]. This could change the predictive
relationships, as could a change in the world financial
system from the emphasis on conventional hard currency to an
emphasis on "petrodollars."
Finally, only linear relationships were examined
in this study. Economic growth models, exponential rela-
tionships, etc., have been used in the literature to describe
many plausible causal relationships. Strictly speaking, this
research has developed the best predictive linear equations




The two nation-entities USMIL and USECQN were
not adaptable to regression analyses because of an insuf-
ficient number of cases. The innovation of USMIL (USA
shipping plus effective US control shipping) and USECQN (US
privately owned shipping plus flag of convenience ships) was
expected to yield unique relationships between these two
facets of US shipping and USA independent factors. Addi-
tionally, these units should have been more directly com-
parable to Soviet shipping with respect to the predictive
relationships examined. Hopefully, this capability will be
pursued.
In the development of the independent factors,
the major disappointment was the inability to adequately
operationalize international financial status for the USSR.
The addition of such an index could improve the predictive
quality of the research and would certainly be of interest
in testing certain hypotheses.
c. Practical Considerations
The computer programs were accomplished on an
IBM 360 with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
Approximately 2500 separate regression equations were
developed in the course of this research (not counting
numerous discarded program errors), several factor analyses,
several 76 by 190 variable correlation matrices, all amount-
ing to three hours CPU time, numerous boxes of printout
paper and about nine man-weeks (40 hour) of researcher
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computer operations. That takes time and money 1 A part of
this time was spent in the creation and debugging of the
file, which need not be replicated, but the majority was
spent in actual calculations. None of the researcher's
time in data collection or analysis of the results is
reflected in these figures.
2. Compative Methodologies and Techniques
The focus of this brief section is a summary of the
results of the comparison of the two major statistical
methodologies used and the two data handling techniques
developed.
The two major statistical methodologies of this study
were: (1) The development of inductive factors and their
subsequent application to regression analysis, and (2) the
application of deductively derived causal models to regres-
sion analysis.
Since the major goal of this research was to obtain
predictive equations ,. the measure of effectiveness by which
these methodologies were judged was the percentage (number)
of best predictive equations obtained. The results of
comparing the two methodologies was that no significant
advantage was inherent in one or the other. The use of
both, however, did improve the overall predictiveness of
the study and helped satisfy the explanatory goal as well.
The two data handling techniques of the study were
(1) raw data usage and, (2) temporal transformation of the
variables (rates of change, etc.). The temproal transforma-
tion of the variables provided decisively superior prediction
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capability, although some raw data equations were among the
best predictive. As a further check, the independence of
the methodology from the data handling technique was
established.
3. Applications of the Study
The results of this study can be applied to the
prediction and explanation of the important facet of Soviet
maritime power, the Soviet Maritime Fleet. There are
several organizations in the US Naval Intelligence Command
with interests in this area, and the computer facilities
available to make similar estimates. For current estimates,
one need only apply the most recent independent indicators
available to the equations in Appendix C.
Other U.S. Government agencies interested in predic-
tions of this sort are the U.S. Maritime Administration and
the Office of Maritime Affairs, U.S. Department of State.
Note that the procedures used are applicable to studies of
other maritime nations and complete data sets are available
for the USA, USSR, the United Kingdom, and Japan. For the
individual Soviet Bloc nations, only merchant shipping data
is available; no independent variables were assembled.
An annual update of the data file (available from
the thesis advisor) would be simple, and provide continuing
checks on the predictive equations. The data is in SPSS
format and as such can only be used with the SPSS system.
SPSS is compatible with IBM 360 or CDC 6600 installations
and requires only a limited background in computer programming
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to operate. Many students learn to .use SPSS with no formal
training.
C. WHAT NEXT?
During the conduct of this research several limitations
appeared. Likewise, several opportunities for further
analysis were apparent. The researcher was unable to pursue
these because of time constraints and -the already massive
nature of the study. In this section several of these
possibilities are discussed with the goal in mind of creating
better explanatory models of Soviet merchant shipping.
1. Data Base and Case Construction
Earlier in this report the possibility of operation-
alizing international financial status for the USSR was
discussed. Additionally, indicators for internal political
factors pose another possible concept which could be related
to merchant shipping. Identifying and quantifying these
internal factors would present a difficult problem, however,
and the likely gains are small.
Another possible source of predictiveness is the
analysis of ship movements, particularly if an annual index
of traffic between LDC * s and the USSR were developed. The
LDC trade indicators in this study probably represent a near
optimal measure of those operations, but they are based on
dollar values and do not reflect the number of trips or
ships involved. Ship-days in ports (of LDC's) represents
another possibility in this area.
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An analysis of a nation's port size and the size of
major (or all) trading partner's ports would possibly
better predict ship size and draft indicators, but such a
measure would have to be weighted by the frequency or DWT
of that nation's shipping using the port; another complex
analysis of movements. Also port size data, although
available, is of a static nature, that is, only a one-time
port size cross-national analysis would be applicable. For
the merchant shipping indicators, an expansion of the USMIL
and USECON cases would likely provide better comparative
cases for the USSR.
The single improvement most likely to achieve greater
success with this data base would be to increase the lagging
of data in each country-year. Rather than add whole years
of variables (recall the 50 variable maximum)
,
perhaps only
even-year lags could be included. That is, use 0,2,4,6, and
8 year lags versus the 0,1,2,3, and 4 year lags used in this
study. Since increasing lags generally increased the predic-
tiveness of the equations, perhaps greater lags would result
in even better equations. Additionally, the predictions
could be of more value because of the greater range of the
forecasts. Although this modification of the data set would
require some time, no additional data need be collected.
The only possible disadvantage of using greater lags would
be the loss of cases when analysing individual nations, net




Numerous methodologies could be applied to the data
set. The first that comes to mind is the testing of non-
linear relationships between the causal factors and the
merchant shipping indicators. The SPSS package permits the
usage of various funtions: square root, exponential,
logarithmic, and trigonometric functions, to mention a few.
The major danger in the application of these transformation
functions is that the data may be distorted; on the one
hand creating a poor representation of reality, on the other
hand destroying the normal distribution of the raw data.
Since a nearly normal distribution is an essential prerequi-
site for correlation analysis and all of the follow-on
techniques built on correlations, the latter caution must
be considered important.
Considering the time-series analysis, the methodology
of trend extrapolation could be used to predict the merchant
fleet. The assumption of continuity is, of course, critical
to this method; furthermore, this methodology has no explana-
tory capability, and the prediction of breakpoints is diffi-
cult. The application of various growth curve models, logis-
tics curves, and the like, have been successful forecasting
techniques for other studies of a similar nature. The
current data set is amenable to these applications and the




Clearly, the application of various methodologies to
this data set is limited only by the researcher's imagination,
The same can be said for application of the methodology
developed here to many quantifiable phenomena of interest.




FILE CONSTRUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF SSPS
Depicted on the following page is an abbreviated version
of the original SPSS input data of one case. The identifi-
cation of the years for each variable allowed comparing
variables across the five year span without further file
manipulation. The individual identification of each
variable was accomplished by adding a lag prefix to the
variable name, such as TA2 for "time ahead 2 years." As the
analysis developed it became evident that the case could
most conveniently be identified by the TA2-year instead of
the TAO-year as was originally planned. All other years
were then considered lag years. The case displayed is then
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CODEBOOK FOR ORIGINAL INPUT FILE TO SPSS
Variable
Identification Description Card # Cols
TA2D01 Year 1 1-2
TA2D0 2 Country Code 1 3-5
TA2D0 3 DWT overall 1 7-11
TA2D0 4 Number of ships 1 12-15
TA2D0 5 Average age 1 16-17
TA2D06 Average speed 1 18-19
TA2D0 7 Average draft 1 20-21
TA2D0 8 DWT combination ships 1 22-25
TA2D09 Number combination ships 1 26-29
TA2D10 Age combination ships 1 30-31
TA2D11 Speed combination ships 1 32-33
TA2D12 Draft combination ships 1 34-35
TA2D13 DWT freighters 1 36-40
TA2D14 Number freighters 1 41-44
TA2D15 Age freighters 1 45-46
TA2D16 Speed freighters 1 47-48
TA2D17 Draft freighters 1 49-50
TA2D18 DWT bulk ships 1 51-55
TA2D19 Number bulk ships 1 56-59
TA2D20 Age bulk ships 1 60-61
TA2D21 Speed bulk ships I 62-63
TA2D22 Draft bulk ships 1 64-65
TA2D2 3 DWT tankers 1 66-70
TA2D2 4 Number tankers 1 71-74
TA2D25 Age tankers 1 75-76
TA2D2 6 Speed tankers 1 77-78









Year (1 year back)
Draft tankers (1 year back)
Year (2 years back)
Draft tankers (2 years back)
Year (3 years back)
Draft tankers
(3 years back)



















































Imports (one year back)
Arms exports (one year back)
Imports (two years back)
Imports (three years back)





















All other variables used in this study were created
after the establishment and storage of this original file
on a magnetic disk. These 36 new variables (D2 8 through
D40, NIC through N38) were computed by combining some of the
original variables in the file, for example, GNP per capita
(N29) equals GNP (N10) /population (N13) . Further breakdown




VARIABLE DEFINITIONS AND SOURCES
The definitions used for collecting the data on the 78
variables generally was adopted from the primary data sources
The sources utilized are listed below along with abbre-
viations which will be used in the list of variables. The
variable identification used in Appendix A will be used in
this appendix without the lag prefix.
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MARAD A Statistical Analysis of the World's Merchant
Fleets
,
U.S. Maritime Administration, A Bienniel
report.
FORUS Foreign Flag Ships Owned by United States Parent
Countries
, U.S. Maritime Administration, 1973, 1972,
1971, 1967, 1965.
EUSC Ships Registered Under the Liherian, Panamanian
,
and Honduran Flags
, U.S. Maritime Administration,
1970






IMF Direction of Trade , International Monetary Fund.
UNTRADE Yearbook of International Trade , United Nations.
MILBAL The Military Balance , Institute of Strategic Studies
SIPRI The Arms Trade and the Thir d World , SIPRI, 1967-1973
ACDA The International Transfer of Conventional Arms
,
ACDA, Sept. 1973. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency.
MAP Military Assistance Facts , Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (International Security
Affairs)
.
BRIT British Aid Statistics .
CART The Net Cost of Soviet Foreign Aid , Carter,
James R. , Praeger Publishers, 1971.
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THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE S
The breakdown of the merchant fleets in the various cate-
gories was the convention utilized by the U.S. Maritime
Administration in recording and reporting merchant fleets of
the world. Combination Passenger and Cargo Ships are ships
with a capacity for 13 or more passengers; freighters
includes containerships , car carriers, roll-on/roll-off, and
LASH (fighter aboard ship or barge carriers) ; bulk carriers
are bulk/oil, ore/oil/ ore/bulk/oil carriers; and tankers
include molten sulphur tankers, chemical tankers, liquefied
petroleum and natural gas tankers (LPG and LNG) , and whaling
tankers
.
The data included only those merchant type ships of 1,000
tons and over. Omitted were those operating exclusively on
inland waterways and such special types as cable ships, ice-
breakers, trawlers, etc., and those actually owned by the
military forces.
The variable listings are subdivided by major concepts
as there is considerable continuity within concepts with
respect to sources.
1 . Overall Size of Fleet and Fleet Components
a. Overall DWT (DOS) millions of tons
b. Overall number of ships (D04)
c. Freighter DWT (D13)
d. Freighter numbers (D14)
e. Combination ship DWT (DO 8)
f. Combination ship numbers (DO 9)
g. Bulk DWT (D18)
h. Bulk numbers (D19)
i. Tanker DWT (D23)
j. Tanker numbers (D2 4)
16 3

The above listed data was obtained from the sources,
MARAD, FORUS, EUSC, and MSC.
2. Average Ship Characteristics
a. Ship size (average overall types) DWT (D28)
b. Combination ship size DWT (D29)
c. Freighter ship size DWT (D30)
d. Bulk ship size DWT (D31)
e. Tanker size DWT (D32)
The above listed variables were created from the
appropriate previously listed variables, for example,
D28=D03/D04. The aforelisted sources apply.
f. Overall ship age (D05)
g. Overall ship speed (D06)
h. Overall ship draft (D07)
i. Combination ship age (D10)
j. Combination ship speed (Dll)
k. Combination ship draft (D12)
1. Freighter ship age (D15)
m. Freighter ship speed (D16)
n. Freighter ship draft. (D17)
o. Bulk ship age (D20)
p. Bulk ship speed (D21)
q. Bulk ship draft (D22)
r. Tanker age (D25)
s. Tanker speed (D26)
t. Tanker draft (D27)
All of the age speed and draft measures were drawn












(DWT) of total shipping (D35)
(numbers) of total shipping (D36)
% (DWT) of total shipping (D33)
ship % (numbers) of total shipping
(DWT) of total shipping (D37)
(numbers) of total shipping (D38)
Tanker % (DWT) of total shipping (D39)










All fleet mix variables were computed by dividing the
individual ship type value by the corresponding total for
all types and multiplying by 100. For example:
D40=(D24/D04) x 100




N01 Imports ($) , source: UNTRADE , IMF , UNSY.
N02 Exports ($), source: same as N01.
N03 Seaborne imports (TONS) , source: UNSY .
N04 Seaborne exports (TONS) , source: UNSY .
N05 LDC imports ($), source: UNSY .
N06 LDC exports ($) , source: UNSY .
N07 Energy production (metric tons of coal equivalent)
,
source: UNSY .




N09 Steel consumption (metric tons) , source: UNSY .
N10 GNP ($) , source: SIPRI, MILBAL .
Nil Military expenditures ($) , SIPRI .
N12 Military personnel, S IPRI .
N13 Population, DEMO , DIPRI .
N14 Economic aid ($) , MAP, BRIT , CART .
N15 Arms exports ($) , SIPRI , ACDA .
N16 Military expenditures as a percentage of GNP. Compo-
site of N10 and Nil. (N10/N11)
N17 Military personnel as a percentage of population.
Composite of N12 and N13. (N12/N13)
Balance of trade ($) , composite of N02 less N01.
Total trade ($), composite of N02 plus N01.
LDC balance of trade, composite of NO 6 less NO 5.
LDC total trade, composite of N06 plus N05.
LDC trade as a percentage of total trade, composite of
N21/N19.
LDC imports as a percentage of all imports, composite
of NO 5 /NO 1.
LDC exports as a percentage of all exports, composite
of N06/N02.
Total sea trade in tons, composite of N03 plus N04.
Seaborne trade balance in tons, composite of N04 less
N03.
GNP per capita, composite of N10/N3.
Arms exports as a percentage of total exports, composite
of N15/N02.
Energy shortage (metric tons of coal equivalent)
,
composite of NO 8 less N07.
Population energy product (person-metric ton of coal
equivalent), composite of N07 times N13.
Energy consumption per capita, composite of N0 8/N13.-
Energy production per capita, composite of N07/N13.
Arms exports as a percentage of GNP, composite of
N15/N10.
N34 Economic aid as a percentage of GNP, composite of
N14/N10.
N35 Exports as a percentage of GNP, composite of N02/N10.
N36 Total trade as a percentage of GNP, composite of N19/N10
N37 LDC exports as a percentage of GNP, composite of N06/N10





















THE BEST PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS
2On the following pages the best predictive (highest R )
equations are listed in a form that the reader may use with-
out further adjustment of the data. The equations use b
coefficients and the variable labels are the same as those
used in Appendices A and B. The additional prefixes and
variables explained elsewhere in this research are listed
for quick reference below:
1. Prefix:
D2 = two year difference or rate of change of the
variable; center year lagged two years from
the dependent variable
D4 = four year difference computed over the four
years prior to the year of the dependent
variable
V5 = five year average of the variable
PR = percentage rate of change of the four year
difference
100 (D4xxx)V5xxx
2. The "x" suffix:
a. D18X is the symbol for the normalized D18
variable. To obtain "real" D18 values take the antilog of
the results of the tabulated equation.
b. PRN20X is the normalized variable for PRN20.
Obtain the PRN20 value in the normal way and apply the
following function:
PRN20
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